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AI3STRACT 

This project identifies a segment of the secondary school popu

lation which, in the author's opinion, is being ill-served by present 

day geography curricula. A philosophical argument is put forward in 

Chapter One as a model for new and more appropriate learning expres-

sions. This introductory chapter is followed by four chapters of 

prepared student activities and guidelines for their implementation. 

Suggestions for additional activities are also provided. Chapter Two 

"What Can I Do Well?" is a diagnostic series of activities considered 

fundamental in a geography course. Chapters Three, Four and Five 

present a Geography of Canada based on the concept of working from the 

known to the unknown. Consequent ly, the titles are, "Our Neighbour-

hood", "ChoosLng a Place to Live :1.n Canada" and "Canada and the \-lorld". 

Although these three chapters constitute an entire course, most of the 

activities therein could be successfully incorporated into existine 

courses. General conclusions and other summary remarks are contained in 

Chapter Six. 
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lNTROIJUCT ION 

1.1 Background 

Many secondary school students are part of a di lemma they are 

not even aware of. Education was rarely questioned during the industri

alization period when there were ample opportunities for non-university 

bound students to secure good employment without, or in spite of, gradu-

ation. As the economies of the industrialized world have become more 

reliant on information than raw productivity, our way of life has 

changed irrevocably. Many instituti.ons which were successful during the 

time of growth face serious difficultues as they attempt to adjust to a 

new world of technology. Unskilled industrial labour is an employment 

descriptiofl \"hLch wiLL l1kely dIsappear. The cduc:ltlonal lnstltutlolln 

which trained these woc-ken; must also change. Learnlng to be punctual, 

loyal and obedient may have bel!n favourable attributes for earlier eras. 

As important as they are) they cannot provide the currIculum founrlation 

for present and future years. 

Students who leave school today without graduating are very 

likely headed for a career of irregular, low wage employment. If this 

same group of people stay at school they u~ually choose general level 

courses which. by and large. arl;! diluted advunced level cour:;cs. This 

is frequent ly the only accommodat Lon made to the non-university bound 
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student. As a rl:!8ult, their average markti are lowec, absenteeism, 

failure and drop out cates are generally much higher than for their 

classmates choosing advanced courses. 

If schools are to successfully prepare all their students to 

cope with a technological society, then a great deal of work needs to be 

done to develop relevant currl.cula. This study establl.shes the charac

teristics of the general level student, illustrates the unsuitability of 

present day geography courses, outlines the attributes of an educational 

package which would be more effective in meeting the needs of these 

students and provides the framework for a course of study for Grade 

Nine. 

It is the author's intention to provide material of immediate 

value to the teacher without being unnecessacily prescrtpt lve or con

straining. Consequently, the four components of the proposed course are 

presented in varying degrees of completion. In order to maintain con-

sistency, each is preceded by a brief introductory section. This sec

tion establlshes major objectives, the relationships to prec,~ding and 

subsequent units, recommendations on classroom management, highlights of 

field testing and additional information designed to achieve maximum 

success. 

1.2 The Target Group 

The "General Level Student" does not exist. However, there are 

students who are enrolled in general level classes. In a superbly docu-
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mented accoullt, Kin~ (19"19) identifled somc rev(!alln~ charrlcteristics of 

students in general level classes when compared with their schoolmates 

in advanced level courses. He found that i.n general level classes: 

1. mace students come from the lower socio-economic strata; 

2. more students have part time jobs; 

3. more students have reading difficulties; 

4. mor.: students have problems with mathematics; 

5. attendance is less cegulac; 

6. median grades are lower; 

7. failure rates are higher; 

8. drop-out rates are higher; 

9. fewer credits are gained per student; 

10. feW'er students are involved in extra-curricular activities; 

11. the average age in the class is higher. 

The homogeneity of thL; group of students is a highly debatable 

topic. I, for one, do not believe that these students are by definition 

intellectun 11y inferior. Nevertheless, a group of people Who are being 

ill-served by the educatlonal syotem hal3 been clearly identlfied. [ 

intend to show that their lack of success is largely due to unsuitable 

curriculum design and inappropriate pedagogical technique. 

Curriculum materials have been traditionally designed to meet 

the needs of students intending to pursue post-secondary educat Lon. It 

is argued that these students require educational experiences in high 

school that prepare them for the rigours of university. Consu'luently, 
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the coursel-i presume a st rong mot i vat lon for theoret ical learllL ng, place 

a heavy emphasis on absorption of large quantities of factual material 

and are over balanced in the favour of left-brain, linear processing. 

In spite of the claims for maintaining high standards of education, many 

courses expend a great deal of energy on passive rate memorization, a 

low-order stage in all educational taxonomies. 

Students who are not university bound for whatever reason have 

the same curriculum guidelines imposed on them. The only accommodation 

is that the students are exposed to less material and the teacher 

adjusts his or her expectations downward to minimize frustration. King 

(1979) has clearly defined a large group of students in our schools who 

cannot respond in a successful way to this method of organizing the 

curriculum. Rather than simply reducing the quantity of data in a 

general level course we must restructure the entire program to meet 

their individual needs. 

made so far. 

It is contended that little progress has been 

In spite of the demonstrated inability of general level students 

to read at the appropriate grade level, educators continue to present 

the bulk of their material in wrltten form. To exacerbate matters, many 

of the textbooks are written at language levels beyond those of the 

intended grade levels. 

1.3 Core Content 

Huge quantities of factual material are identified as core 
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matf~r.ials for all Intermediate Division Course on Canada (Table 1.1). 

Given the group charactedstics, dealing effecti. vely with this bulk of 

informati.on in a meaningful way is a hopeless task (Gage and Berliner, 

1979). Por the unlverslty-bound geor,raphy student there is a cruel 

trony. Not only is senior geography not a prerequisite For entrance to 

any course, but also some professor.s have sum~ested that it would be 

preferable for students to concent rate on senior COUI ses in math or 

sci.ence. It is apparent that at the secondary school level we are not 

serving the interests of either party. 

1.4 Rationale 

The content of the eKisting Grade Nine course has largely been 

selecten on the assumption that the data are, by themselves, of some 

intrinsic value. Many teachers regard with approval and pride the 

amount of factual information which they have shared with their stud-

ents. 

The amount of geographic information ahout Canada and her global 

relati.onships that presently exists precludes any attempt to teach it 

all (Hodgetts and Gallagher, 1978). Furthermore, if geography is to 

fully realize its potenti.al as a component of the curr.iculum, we must 

accept the transitory nature of much of factual information. It is also 

dehatahle which generalizations are the moc:;t important. 

Content can no longer be the only organi:id.ng vehicle in CO\lrse 

constructton (e.g. regionalism Ot- thematic). Becoming proficient as a 
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TABLE 1.1: Core Content fOl" an I:1tenuerliate Geography of Canada Course 

Through selection and organization of appropriate content on 
Canada, teachers should provide students with opportunities to develop 
an understanding of: 

1. the natural, human, and economic characteristics of their 
local community and area; 

2. the extent and location of Canada in relation to other parts 
of the world in terms of distance, direction, time, and 
costs; 

3. the diversity of Canada's physical geography as seen in 
patterns of physiography, climate, natural vegetation, and 
animal life; 

4. the basic relationships which exist among relief, climate, 
vegetation, and soils; 

5. the effects 
nations, and 
landscape; 

of occupancy by nat i ve people, 
subsequent immigrant groups on 

the founding 
the Canadian 

6. the nature and importance of Canada's renewable and non
renewable resources with specific reference to a minimum of 
one agricultural commodity, one renewable resource, and one 
non-renewable resource; 

7. the need fur wise use and management of resources; 

8. the conflict over land use or ownership of resources (one or 
lUore examples); 

9. the factors accounting for the density and distribution of 
population in Canada; 

10. the significance of transportation systems in the evolution 
of Canadian society; 

11. the factors affecting the rapid rate of urbanization (.inclu
ding the study of at least one city); 

12. the effects of inrlustrlallzation and technological change on 
contemporary Canadian society; 

13. one (or more) major regions and its relationships to the 
rest of Canada; 

14. the sources, uses, anli prospects of energy supply. 

Source: Curriculum Guidelines for the Intermt!diate Division Geography 
(1977). 
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geographic pcublem-solv[!c should be the goal foe the geographer of 

today! The mind is far too valuable to waste as a data bank; besides 

there are mechanical devices whIch are vastly more capable of storing 

information. We must teach students to identify, extract and combine 

data in order to solve real problems. 

All teachers cequire thei r students to solve problems. HOvlever, 

very few teachers teach chi ldren how to solve real problems wi thIn a 

larger framework. T ... earning to draw a profile from a topographical map 

or to construct a climograph is learning to solve problems within a very 

narrow per::;pective -- usually to earn marks. Students need a vehicle to 

study and analyze situations which are of interest and relevance to 

them. 

The vehicle, in my opinion, which is ideal for this situation 1s 

"The Basic Inquiry Model" as presented in the Ontario Ministry's Hand

book of Research Study Skills for History and Geography Intermediate 

Division (1975). Students need to be taught how to deal effect! vely 

with each stage in the model: 

1. actively perceive the initial experience; 

2. pos~ inquiry questions; 

3. produce a comprehensive cange of alternatives; 

4. collect data for each alternative; 

5. synthesize the data; 

6. assess the conclusion; 

7. express the conclusio~. 
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Accomplishing thes(~ objectives in a comprehensive mannet" in a 

single course offering would) in my opinion) put unreasonable pressure 

on the continuity of the courSL:. I contend that by working with the 

model in its entirety on an ongoing basis, while stressing cet"tain com

ponents each year) an effective reinforcing continuum can be created for 

the geography student. 

As an educational researcher and theorist, I have strong con

cerns about the actual process of learning as it is currently applied in 

most classrooms -- including my own! The difference between information 

and knowledge is real (Hunt and Sullivan, 1974). Teachers possess a 

great deal of personal knowledge which for them is convenient ly organ

ized into well-defined frameworks which make the material easy to under

stand) useful and interesting. For the students) it is quite another 

matterl Often the same knowled~e is disjointed) irr~levant and diffi

cult information fot" them to understand. For the students to process 

this information into knowledge) the data have to be voluntarily deco

ded) manipulated) dissected, compared and finally discovered. Telling 

the students about material -- even in the most stimulating fashion -

does not allow this process to occur. In brief, courses mus t be re

organized so that there is less "teaching" and more learning. 

Psychologists support this contention from a different perspect

ive. Mat(!ri..l that is left I.n Bhot"L-term m,-!lOocy quickly dLHf>(pntl!u. Tf 

we wish students to procefH, informat Lon into long-term mHmory (hence 

knowledge) we must cr~ate an experience in a suitable environment which 

will stimulate the students to interact willingly with the material. 

Learning is a dynamic and creative activity. 
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Further SUppOl't for the cr.:!ntive tnanipulation of material hy 

students comes from an Ontado Hinistry of Education directive called 

"Language Across the Curriculum'. Boards of Education across Ontario 

have been instructed to develop and implement a program which should 

augment the learning process by using language more effectively. The 

more control children have over language, as receivers and senders, the 

greater opportuni ty they will have to move from old knowledge to new 

knowledge. In other words, the more effective and efficient they are 

with language, the more successful they are likely to be as learners. 

In their particularly readable book, Torbe and Hedway (1981, pp. 

2 and 3a) provide some stout endorsements: 

"School knowledge as we have called it, is not the only 

sorL of knowledge, nor is it alwuy!:> the mo!:>t importunt." 

"We have no access to processes inside the head but 

inter-personal transactions are open and visible and 

theLr operations are thus susceptible to our influence." 

The authors go on to descl'ihe the three kinds of behaviour whIch 

lead to knowledge acquisition: 

1. handlIng til/.! ell!IUelltlij 

2. handling the generalizations and ideas; 

3. finding personal significance. 
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Teacherl:i must be tau~ht to transform thei r role from passive 

information distributor to active learning facilitator (Lindsay and 

Norman~ 19T1). They must learn to accept and encourage student lan-

guage. Students must be given the time and support to experiment with 

data. They must be taught to be comfortable with their own lIlistakes and 

learn to use them as guide posts for future endeavours. 

Research in hemisphericity has established the existence of two 

distinct halves to our brain. More accurately~ we have two brains con

nected together by the corpus collosum (Lindsay and Norman~ 1977). 

Ideally ~ the left-hand side which perceives relationships across time 

blends harmoniously with the right-hand side which perceives relation-

ships across space. This marriage provides a person with a balanced 

view of the world. Unfortunately this kind of balance is rarely 

achieved and our curct.!nt educational environment Ls actLvely, if ullwll;

tingly~ impeding a more complete development. 

People are naturally disposed to a particular hemisphere which 

provides them with the information they require in the most comfortable 

way. There are those then who are well adapted for the way in which 

most schools handle material. Teaching is unquestionably dominated by 

propositional, "if-then" reayoning. Most of the time is spent listening 

and reading or talking and writing. For left-brain dominant people this 

is reasonable. For right-brain dominant learners it is not. 

Well designed learning activities that appeal to the right hemi

sphere are, in my experience, rare. As a result these people are handi-
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capped and their intellectual ability may be questloncd. In order to 

create a more equitable program where right-brain learners are no longer 

disadvantaged and left-brain learners are more creatively challenged, 

the following general recommendations have guided me in this project 

1. let /encourage the learner to take control over his own learn

ing; 

2. learn to trust and value feelings (your own and theirs); 

3. learn to use Illetaphor and imagery as concise ways of communicat

ing the complex and the unspeakable; 

4. learn to use spatial, pictorial, diagrammatic, map representa

tions to draw out and draw on the powerful intuitive/feeling/re

lational functions of: the learner; 

5. learn to recognize and use non-verbal communication in teaching. 

In addition, I attempted to balance the course by: 

1. presenting stimuli to both hemispheres; 

2. augmenting a stimulus by following it with information beamed to 

the opposite hemisphere; 

3. deliberately beaming to only one hemisphere for practice to 

increase fluency in processing one type of information. 

1.5 Personal Philosophy 

As a class rOOlll teacher I want my geography classes to be fun -

fun for the students and for myself. I want to be 'open' as a teacher, 
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negotiating authod ty and respon~; L bil ity with my students In a mature 

fashion. I want to be involved in activities whIch the students see as 

personally relevant and over which they have some control. 

I would like to teach a course which would never cause students 

to ask "Why are we doing thIs?". The value of each component should be 

apparent. Furthermore, the course would have something rarely achieved 

in my experience of teaching to date coherence. It would have a 

logical beginning, middle and end, and the students would understand and 

approve of the arrangement. 

I want future students of mine to understand clearly the nature 

of the discipline of geography. I want them to see a geographer's way 

of looking at and doing things as valuable and current. I want them to 

become fam-Lllar with three interrelated elements of geography: 

1. navigation; 

2. monitoring resources; 

3. planning. 

From my perspective, these topicS are highly significant for the 

discipline and the teaching of it. Of all the academic pursuits avail

able to students in secondary schools, there is only one which is diffi-

cult to define and delimit succinctly geography! Students and 

teachers, to varying degrees are uncertain about the true identity of 

the 'geographic persona'. Respected geographic scholars have been 

unable to arrive at a concensus. 
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llistod.ans look at mapH, Illathemat lci..'lIlS and physici.sts draw 

graphs, earth scient Lsts are interested in minerals, energy r~sources 

and pollution, and the phys-ed department takes thei r students orient-

eering. 

fellows? 

What is it about our discipline that separates us from our 

Too often classroom teachers are preoccupied with the logistics 

of their job to devote aay appreciable interest or effort to clarifying 

the issue. Frequently they disparage the work of those who do. They 

are unaware of the precarious nature of geographic education when viewed 

from a national perspective. It is absolutely critical for us to 

encourage in our students the development of a clear understanding of 

the nature of geography. 

1 would hope that this C'Hlnw will rro)vldl~ a model for. 1)t1wr 

disciplines to cOllalder. I<.egardl,:!ss of our particular educatlollal 

training and teaching responsibilities we are all involved in the same 

exciting process -- helping children to discover knowledge about them

selves and the world around them. Consequently any teaching techniques 

that are successfully implementj~d for one discipline shou lei, at the ve c'f 

least, provide a stimulus foc others. Any improvement in the educa-

tional environment would be shaceJ by the entire school community. 

1.6 Curriculum Design 

Dr. Len Popp of Brock University has provided a clear foundation 

for curriculum design that effectively differentiates between the kinds 
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of students and the cciucrltionnl experiences which they rl:!quire (Table 

1.2) • 

TABLI~ 1.2: A Framework For Curr iculum Development 

Clientele 
Nature of 
Haterial 

Modified & Basic 

General 

Advanced & Enriched 

The 1i fe skills 
related to the 
discipline are 
taught to use the 
the content of 
the subj ect. 

1 

2 

3 

The practical 
and applied 
aspects of the 
discipline are 
added through a 
problem solving 
approach. 

4 

5 

The theory and 
processes of the 
discipline are 
add e din 
abstract ways. 

6 

Source: Dr. Len Popp, Faculty of Education, Brock University. 

By unlng thls model [ have deli berately placed tile educat lanai 

requirements of my students first on the list of priorities. We have 

control over the curriculum. Our ability to make long-term changes in 

the broad life expectations of our students is very modest. It makes 

sense to me to devote our energies towards a phase of school life over 

which we exer.cise real influence. 

I am not suggesting that all curriculum materials now in use be 

discarded. There are many excellent learning experiences which are 

ideally suited to general level classes. It becomes problematic as to 
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how these 18ssons may be effectively evaluated. An eKee llent se t of 

criteria has been developed for just this purpose in a book entitled 

'Building [rom Strength' (Andrew et al., 1981). 

three levels of criteria: 

1. Essential - all lessons must have them; 

The authors ident i [y 

2. Very Important - in a continuum of lessons a majority of lessons 

should satisfy these criteria; 

3. Desirable - wherever possible these considerations should be 

included. 

Meanings of the terms have been effectively translated by the authors 

into familIar classroom operations (Table 1.3). 

1.7 Course Outline 

The course is dividnd into four units, each unit being presented 

in a separate chapter. The rnaJoclty of the student actlvitleH have been 

designed by the author. A few, however, have been extracted from 

"Building from Strength", a publication which the author helped to pro

duce. These student activities are listed in the appendix. 

1. 7.1 Unit I 

"What Can I Do Hell?" is a series of seven activities created to 

reinforce or introduce the geographic skills and concepts which will 

form the foundation for the rl.!lit of the cour~e. This unit 18 n!ady for 



ESSENTIAL 

Practical 

Relevant 

Stimulating 

Comprehensible 
by Student 

Expectations 
Clear 

Immediate 
Feedback 

Individual 
Attention 

VERY IMPORTANT 

Communication 
Skills 

Peer 
Collaboration 

Product Oriented 

DESIRABLE 

Activities 
Oriented 

Current 

Flexible Pacing 

Encourages 
Initiative 

- I!) -

TABL~ l.3: Operational Definitions 

- Are capable of being used on a day-to-day basis by 
the studen..:s. 

- Build, in a positive way, on learnings that have 
already been experienced. 

- Create enough interest for the student to complete 
the assigned task. 

- Use concepts, skills and language appropriate to 
the level of the students. 

- Are structured so that procedures and outcomes are 
easily understood by students, when explained by 
the teacher. 

- Provide frequent information about progress and/or 
product from both teacher and peers. 

- Provide time for the teacher to interact with 
individual students or small groups each day. 

- Use a variety of forms of communication but empha
size oral, ~raphical and visual modes. 

- Provide opportunity for student interaction to 
clarify, process and evalute information. 

- Culminate in a tangible piece of work completed by 
the student and rcodLly checked by the toacher. 

- Involve touch, hand-eye co-ordination, and move
ment within and beyond the classroom. 

- Use topical issues and the most up-to-date data. 

- Allow students to work at their O\vn pace. 

- Enourar,e further investigation beyond min-Lmum 
expectations. 

Source: Andrew et a1. (1981), Building from Str~ngth. 
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immediate classroom u::;.~. "Student lnstcuctlon and Activity Sheets" are 

colour-coded for easy recognition. Accompanying these materials are 

instructions that cover all activities for the time allotted. 

1.7.2 Unit II 

"The Local Environment" is the actual start of the course deal

ing with Canada in an organized manner. Working from the known to the 

unknown is a well established curriculum technique which has been adop

ted as the mode of operation for all activities. Consequently, "The 

Local Environment" is the single most important section. The students 

extend their ability to orient, organize and manage space from their 

classroom to their ent lre community (village, town, ci ty, region). The 

dynamic interplay which exists among all levels in the constant search 

for need satlsfactlon (eg. food, cmploymunt, lelsurl!, shelter) providclJ 

the framework to combine the sect ions into a coherent ent i ty. Figure 

1.1 is a diagrammatic representation of this perspective. 

Phi losophically sound ideas may be palatable and a necessary 

sustenance for educators, but they are a poor diet for students. They 

require more solid fare. The organizing theme, therefore, is presented 

as the pursuit of answers to these questions: 

1. What are the attributes of my neighbourhood? 

2. How can my neighbourhood be improved? 

3. How does my neighbourhood fit in with the larger unit? 



Figure 1.1 A Ibdel of the PropOBed ~urse 
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Although then~ are several act lvities which are ready to be used 

immediately, some components are merely outlined, thereby perrnitting the 

teacher the personal adaptations which are so vital in transforming a 

good idea into a dynamic learning experience. The concept of neighbour

hood is universally accepted within fairly distinct theoretical para

meters. However, the practical reality is so wonderfully diverse that 

it would be presumptuous to attempt to design a sequence of learning 

experiences which would be everywhere appropriate. 

1.7.3 Unit III 

"The National Environment" provides the student with a range of 

experiences intended to create a realistic set of images of the large 

scale geographical attributes of our country. 

This material is presented to the students without a directly 

practical rationale. It is assumed that by now the classroom atmosphere 

will be such that students will expect interesting work that does not 

have to be justified every step of the way. Furthermore students should 

be lOore capable of abstract: reasoning. 

Students organize the content of this section by answering the 

question "Hhere in Canada would I like to live?". By establishing the 

factors which influence their choices, a framework is established. 

Considerable work needs to be done in this section to ensure personal 

relevancy and maximization of local resources. 



1.7.4 

study. 
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Unit IV 

"The International Environment" is the concluding section of the 

This section works toward a deeper understanding of Canada's 

international relationships. Some concrete student activities are pro

vided in which the theme to be pursued reflects my personal concern for 

multiculturalism. This stems partly from my years of teaching at Sir 

John A. MacDonald which is blessed with the most culturally diverse 

student body in Hamilton, if not the whole of Ontario. Several strate

gies are offered which could be successful depending on individual pre

ference, suitability for student needs and the available resources. 



UN[T 1: h'HAT CAN I DO WF:LL'? 

2.1 Rationale 

This part of the course provides a non-threatening environment 

for students to evalute their capabilities by means of seven activities. 

Each activi.ty focuses on a skill or concept considered essential for the 

entire year. In addition, the unit gives the students information about 

the strengths of thei r classmates thereby encourClglng a more realistic 

process of group selection. Students are introduced to time management 

and are taught to assume a large part of the responsibility for their 

own success. 

2.2 Objectives 

The objectives are summarized in Table 2.1 It can be seen that 

although the objectives are quite extensive they are achieved within a 

diagnostic framework. 

2.3 Strategies 

1. Have all seven activities (With associated sheets in separate 

file folden;) ready for distribution to each student on the 

first day. 
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TABLE 2.1: Unit I Objectives 

ACTIVITY COGNITIVE 

- organize various process 
stages into chronological 

SLIDES order, i.e. sequencing 

SKETCHING 

TOP NAP 

- recognize the dynamic 
components of a static i~age 

- converting images into ideas 
and then into sketch 

- introduction to new 
vocabulary, foreground, 
background, midground 

- silhouette 

meaning of symbols 
- vocabulary - title, scale, 

index number 
- generalize location factors 

from 3 examples 
- introduction to concept of 

pattern 
- introduction to scale, 

symbols, amount of detail 
and use of colour on 
different kinds of maps 

OPERATIONS 

- to view slides, extract the 
main idea and transform into 
words 

to dralv a field sketch which 
locates and identifies 
i~portant components of the 
original 

- practise organizing the 
environment into manageable 
units 
match sketching tip sheets to 
appropriate type of image 

identify and locate features 
on map 

- practise use of cardinal 
points of direction 

- introduction to using 
direction and distance as 
location 
expressing ideas in words or 
pictures 

AFFECTIVE 

- recognize and appreciate 
the benefits of discuss
ion with others 

- encourage sense of 
independence 

- heightens level of trust 

appreciate the difference 
between sketching and art 

- recognize and appreciate 
sketching as a resource 

- recognize ability of 
others 

- appreciation of using 
several examples to 
illustrate a concept as 
opposed to one correct 
anS'Ner. 

- recognizing and applying 
one's own resources 



TABLE 2.1: Unit I Objectives (continued) 

ACTIVITY 

ATLAS 

COGNITIVE 

- maps of provinces and 
capitals 

- difference between province 
and territory 
names of physiographic regions 

- generalize population 
distribution in Canada 

- sorting 
- extension of perception of 

GEOGRAPHY boundaries of geography 

GRAPHS 

- appreciation of multi
discipline aspect of current 
real life problems 

- synthesize examples into a 
definition 

- vocabulary - navigation 
- managing 

resources 
- planning use of 

space 

- terms - x axis 
- y axis 

line graph 
- bar graph 

- selecting graphs suitable 
for different kinds of data 

- concept of pattern, anomaly 
- generalizing, interpreting 

OPERATIONS 

- practise reading a climograph 
finding appropriate 
statistics 

- using Table of Contents, 
Gazeteer 

- practise using latitude, 
longitude, measuring distance, 
cardinal points 

- locate Canada on a world map 
and interpret colour from 
legend 

- practise consensus decision 
making 

- practise communication skills 

plotting bar graph, line 
graph 

- measuring 
- adding 

AFFECTIVE 

- appreciate wealth of 
informaton contained in 
atlas. 

- value of comparing 
answers with others, ie. 
practise seeking consen
sus. 

- appreciate the practical
ity and utility of geog
raphy 

- appreciate input from 
others 

- learning to be comfort
able with and even sup
portive of diversity 

appreciate value of 
graphs 
value of checking with 
others 

N 
W 



ACTIVITY 

SCALE 

TABLE 2.1: Unit I Objectives (continued) 

COG:HTIVE 

- term/concept of scale 
2 ways of expressing scale 
(a) line statement 
(b) visual or drawn scale 

OPERATIO~S 

- drawing lines to 
appropriate length 

- measuring distances 
- converting from map 

measurement to distances 
- locating cities -

latitude and longitude 

AFFECTIVE 

- value of being competent 
in the practise of scale 
measurements, drawings 

- value of checking/compar
ing answers with others 



2. Car!!fully revi.ew all "General Instructions" and "Activity 

Instructions" to allow students to realistically plan for the 

next five/four days (Requires one 75-minute period). 

3. Make a large chart with the titles of the activities as headings 

and post it in the room. Students will print their names under 

activities about which they feel confident (scored themselves as 

A or B). 

4. Provide students with a container to store their folders over

night. 

5. Assign distri.hutLon and collection duties (folder~, maps, 

rulJ!'-r;, etc) to Btllcll!ntl;/l~n)UpS on a rotatlng hunls 1;0 Ilfl to 

avoid the like Ilhood of be ln~ swamped at the bl!~lnlllng and end 

of the periods with petty, non-teaching requests. 

6. For time) when you are otherwise occupied, encourage students to 

seek assistance frolO those people who have entered their names 

on the large chart as being competent in the appropriate activ-

7. 

ity. 

Evaluati.on: Completi.on of items la-ld (sec checkll.st in 

instructions section) is marked on a mastery level (Le. !-)tu

dents receive their 30 marks when they have completed all com-

poncnts) • If there are errors or delet lons, they should be 

indicated and the work returned for correction without penalty. 

Prompt return is most likely to elicit the greatest response. 
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8. A1tr~ratLons to the tLmetrlhle can he negotiated between teacher 

and class. 

2.4 Suggestions 

1. While students are ini tia1ly inspecting the contents of their 

file fo1den;, visit each group and informally exchange lnt ro

ductions and the correct pronunciation of student names. 

2. Arranging the class into groups facilitates this unit in that: 

(a) more space is provided for the slide projector and screen 

and the sketching area; 

(b) students are more inclined to offer assistance, discuss and 

~;hare their reSOllrce:"; when seated together; 

(c) a more comfortable environment is created when students are 

allowed to group wIth friends; 

(d) it makes it easier for the teacher and students to work 

with small groups and move more freely around the room; 

(e) it permits mort! ef f icient use of the ent 1 re room; 

(f) it encourages the students to sec their classmates al:l 

resource person~. 

(Note: When arranging students into groups for these act iv"Uies, the 

actual size is immate rial, although there are obvi.ous limits. 

It is, however, essential that every otudent in the group has 

his/her own chair and desk. Not only does each person require 
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the space to do the wOl-k but it is a significant symbol of 

status which in absence can create many, apparently unrelated, 

problems. Students should be allowed to work with classmates of 

their choosing.) 

3. Some students will complete the work much earlier than their 

classmates. They may be given related bonus work (sec "Hodge 

City" in the student pages) or you may wish to give them credit 

for assisting students who arc experiencing difficulties. 

2.5 Follow-Up 

It has been my experi ence that many students are confused in a 

classroom environment of the type suggested. Behaviour which was nega

tively reinfor.ced i.n other cj.rcumstances ilS cheat lng or copying is nOl'I 

apparently being rewarded as helping and sharing. It is timely there-

fore to clarIfy your expectatio~s about these issues. 

I personally am committed to actively teaching students how to be 

more successful learners in groups and as such devote time and energy to 

that end (Johnson and Johnson, 1975). The learning usually takes place 

within the context of. a game or simulatlon. This is followed by a brief 

discussion of the process which highlights the obj ect i ves of the act i v

ity and relates it to the geographical objectives of the program. 
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2.6 Instructions 

The following pages contain student and teacher instructions for 

Unit 1. They may be copied and used directly by the teacher. 
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CENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS 

1. All acLivities lIlust he atLelilpted to an extl'nt LhaL mosL lJr UIC wurk 
is complete and understood (ie. level c). 

2. Activities may be done in ,'ny order. 

3. Carefully inspect each activity and then fill in the top of the 
planning sheet which will then be your plan for the next week. 

Here are some suggestions for planning the order in which you do 
them. Consider the good points and weak points of each for you and 
your group: 

(1) easiest to Iwrdest 

(ii) hardest to easiest 

(iii) in order of their number 

(iv) same as my friend(s) 

(v) everyone in the group doing a different one 

4. At the end of each period fill in the bottom portion of your planning 
sheet explaining in a few words why you are ahead of or behind your 
personal schedule. 

5. Whenf'v('r you ('ompl('("(' :111 i11'1 ivi("y. drilw il hilr 10 ("II(' nppr(lpl-inl-(' 1"'il',11l 
011 LlII' :;v II I';vilillill j (III :dll'l'l. 

6. When you have completed all seven activities, there are two more 
small tasks: 

(i) write your name on the large chart under the 
title of the activity which you found easiest. 
You are most proud of the work that you did in 
this activity. 1\1] students must writt' their nnmc's 
at least once - you may write your nalUe lUore than oncL'. 

(ii) choose the two (lssignmcnts for whicll you would C'xpt'cl 
to r(,(,l'ivl' llll' hil',hl'sl lIIark <lml wrilv 1IIl·,jr Ililllll':; lJlI 

the checklist page. 
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7. If you complete aU lasks 1H.'lore tile scheduled five days are up, 
you may; 

(i) do some additional activities for bonus work -
see Hodge City Robbery. 

(ii) assist a friend, who for whatever reason is behind, 
in understanding how to complete an assignment(s). 
Bonus marks will also be awarded. - see attached sheet. 

Note: Bonus marks will be provided throughout the year and are 
intended to provide students with a chance of raising their 
marks from 95 to 100, from 45 - 50 without damaging the works 
of others. You will find them available when you have completed 
a unit of work before most of the rest of the class or have 
missed work which is impossible to repea t. 

8. If you are not planning on doing homework, you are encouraged to 
leave your file folder in the container provided for your classroom. 

9. For marking scheme, refer to Checklist Sheet. 
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C Il E C K LIS T 

FOR: 

l. (a) Al: activities attempted to Level C. ) 
) 

(b) Work Sheet completed. ) 
) 

30 (c) Self-evalua tion completed. ) 
) 

(d) Name entered on large chart. ) 

2. Two best ac tivi ties posted and marked ) 
out of 10 each. ) 20 

My Total Mark is /50 



<... 
c 
u 
cr. 

BAR GRAPH OF RESULTS 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

SLIDZS 
2 

S~::TCHI~G 

3 
TOP ~:..\.!' '\71..-\S 

5 
GEOGRAPHY 

x axis - activity 

6 
GRAPHS 

7 
SCALE 

SELF-EVALUATION 

Scoring: 

~ - can do perfectl~ all 
by nyself 

B - can do perfectly ~ith 
SOr.le help - teac:1er or 
friend 

C - can do r.lost of it ~ith 
help 



r 

I .. 
A::e.lJ 

C!" 

Beh:!.~d 

c 

!Jay Day 

Work Pla~:led Done Work Planned 

Day Day Day 

jJcne Work Planned Done Work Planned Done Work Planned Done 

I 
I 

: 

1 

I 

I 



Ac tivity 1 

S I idl's 

Resources: Six (6) slides. 

1. Study each of the six slides. To do this, Foreground, Background, Main 
Idea and Details should be considered. 

2. When you have finished your study, describe what is going on in each 
slide in one or two sentences. 

A. 

B. 

----------

c. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

3. Arrange the slides to tell a story. 

4. List the number of each slide below in your order: 

A. B. c. D. E. 

5. Give a title to your story. 

F. 

----- - ---------- -.-.- ---- - - - - - -------- _.-- ------- - - - ----_._- - - - . 



Resources: Large Photo, Sketching Tjps 

1. Select a photograph. Match one of the sketching tip sheets to your 
photograph. 

2. Draw a rec tangu1ar border around your page to rna tch the shape of the 
photo. Using the technique shown on the tip sheet sketch this scene. 

3. Add any colour that you feel is necessary. 

4. Label all the features you have in your sketch. 



Skl'lclli ng Tip 111 

S K Y L I N E S I L H a U E T T E 

TI " " 
71 ." -n 



NAME 

DETAILS: 

SKYLINE SKETCH 
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Sketching Tip #2 

TITLE 

Fold Down 

Fold Up 



FOREGROUND HIDGROUND BACKGROUND 

u: 
;::;" 
'"; 
no '--
n ~ 

1-' 
:l 

...., .... 
...; 

~ 
w 

...., 
H 
>-3 
t'"' 
t=:l 



S K ETC H I N G G RID 



Topographic Map 

Resources: 'I'o[wgraphic Map 

1. Find and copy this information: 

Title 

Scale 

Index Number 

2. Name three (3) features (things) found in each quarter (quadrant) of the 
map and place their names in the correct box. 

NW NE 

SW SE 

3. What do these symbols represent? 

&----
\......I 

G 
4. (i) Choose one of the symbols from Part 3 and find three (3) of 

them on the map. 

(ii) For each symhol location, descrihe in point form where it is found. 
You might use direction and closeness to other features. 

Symbol 

Location 1 

Location 2 

Location 3 

(iii) What is the Harne (similar) about the location of all thH'L!'! 
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Activity 3 

5. Show in plctures ur wun-Is J ways tills llIap ls dlfferent frum an atlas map. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

( 
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C;ll1 You Usc an Atlas? 

Resources: Atlas 

1. What is the average monthly temperature in Vancouver in January? 

2. Name the 
provinces and 
their capitals. 

Province Capital 
~~---------4--------~~~--------------

-------- - -- -------- --------------------

3. What was Canada's exact population in 19767 

4. Which province had the lowest percentage of people living in urban (city) 
areas in 1971? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

6. Describe the loca lIon of eadl of the places in three ways by r illlllg ill 

the chart. Niagara Falls is given as an example. 

Lat & Long Description Distance Direction 

Niagara Falls 43
0 

79
0 

W 
On Niagara River and About 20 km N. 

N 
USA border. of Buffalo, N.Y. 

Saskatoon 
-

Sc he f r (' r v 1 .I .ll' 
-- - ----- . - - ---- ... - -- - -------------- --~------- --

Inuvik I -



Activity 4 
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7. Cive tilt' name of n ] and form or community found near 

(i) 60 degrees N, 140 degrees W 

(ii) 43 degrees N, 80 degrees W 

(iii) 47 degrees N, 64 degrees W 

8. What kind of manufacturing is carried out in Merritt, British Columbia? 

9. What is the "Crude Birth Rate" for Canada? 

10. Write olle sentence which ~,:,crJ.-'-~ where most of the Ill'op.! e in Canada 
live. 



Resources: J'ar tners for Discussiull 

1. Look at the list of questions on the next page. 

All of those questions would be best answered with a team of people 
who had different kinds of training. 

Sort tha t list into 2 groups as shown on page 3. 

2. Take those problems which you said that a geographer could help with 
and divide them into the groups as drawn on page 4. Each group should 
have at least one item. 

3. These titles represent the 3 parts of geographic training. Using these 
titles for each column and the items as examples, write an explanation 
for what geography is. 



Activity 5 

1. What is the fastest way to travel to Canada's Wonderland and return 
to Ham i I ton'? 

2. What causes cancer'? 

3. Should Hamil ton build the llL'W arena? 

4. If you were going to run for the office of mayor of Hamilton, what kind 
of campaign would be best? 

5. Where should the next high-rise apartments be built? 

6. Should the Skyway Bridge be widened to eight lanes or should a tunnel 
be built? 

7. Should the new gas pipeline in Alaska and NWT be built? 

8. Where should the USA put her nuclear submarines? 

9. Does Hamilton need a monorail? 

10. How would you find the survivors from a lost airplane that crashed? 

11. Where should I buy my new house? 

12. How can I improve my chances of winning a car rally? 



Ac tiv lty 5 

Problems Thnl Ceogrnphors Could 
Help Solve 

Prohlems Thnt C('ogrnphcrs Could 
Nol UeJJ.: Solve.: 



Finding Your Way 

NAVIGATION 

I I --

I" i Ild i Il~', Yllur WLly {\_NU 
Making Sure There's Enough 

I,' i lid ill;', 1'11111- IVd), /\~~II 

f'1"killg Surl' 'I'lll'rv':; 
Enough AND Deciding 

____________________________ -+ __ W~l1'_'e . ..:r'__'e=__t'_o"_ Pu t .=i..:t=--__ _ 

MANAC~ INC RESOURCES PLANNING USE OF SPACE 
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At· L i v i l 'I () 

Resources: Graph Paper, Ruler, Pencil 

How to Make Them -- Part A 

1. Draw straight lines at right angles to each other which meet in the 
lower left-hand corner of the graph paper. 

2. Label each line as shown in the example. 
Note: Make the graph as large as possible. 

~itle: Cost of Taking a Taxi 

• x(3,2.50) 

~----~1~--~~~~------6!1r---~~1-----------
23457 

x axis Distance Travelled in km 

3. This is the information (datn) to be graphed/plotted: 

Dis Lant:e 'l'ravt!llt!d (km) 

o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

CosL ill Duli-acs 

1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
2.50 
3.00 
3.50 
4.00 
4.50 

When graphing dntn like this, the numhers nre pnjrC'd up, e.g., (3,2.50) 
so that the [irsL l1umi>t!r Le.lls you huw f<lr over (x <lxls) <lnu huw far lip 
(y axis) you must go to lot:at<.' the point. (3,2.50) is accur<ltely plotted 
for you to use as an example. 

4. Join the dots with a ruler (because it should be a straight line). 

S. Write, in one selltent:e, wlH1L Lhis LiNE Gl{i\l'll S<lys or SIIUWS you. 



Activity 6 

How to Make Them -- Part B 

1. On another sheet of graph paper, repeat Step A 1. 

2. Repeat Step A 2. 

CIl 
.j..J 20 
Q) 

p... 

4-l 16 0 

H 
Q) 12 
~ 
::l 
Z 8 

CIl 4 .,.., 
><: 
Cd 

>. I I I \ I I I I I 

Dogs Cats Birds Fish Snakes Spiders 
x axiB - Kinds of Pets 

3. Graph the following information as shown in the cxample: 
x 

Kind of Pet 
Dog 
Cat 

Bird 
Fish 
Snake 

Spider 

~umber of Pet 
10 
15 

3 
20 

1 
12 

4. Colour each bar a different colour. 

5. Write, in one sentence, what thi:-; BA1{ CJWlll tl.!lls or :-;lIow:-; you. 

When to Use Them 

Sort the following titles into th(.! chart below by writing the number of 
the title under the name of the graph which would be best for it: 

1. Cost of gasoline per litre in Canada, 1950-1982. 
2. Numbers of cars made in til<.! USA, Wcst Germany and Japan in 19~L. 

3. Number of familie:-; owning colour T.V. in OnLario, 1960-J<Jti2. 
4. Home country of New Canadians in 19S1. 

Line Graph Best Bar Graph Best 

1-.------- - ~ -- - . - - -
Reasons: Reasons: 

I 
I 
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Activity 6 

Why Use Them 

Write one sentence which describes the advantages there are in changing 
data into graphs of any kind. 



Resources: 

Activity 7 

Scale 

1. Circle the drawing of the object which has been drawn to its actual 
size. 

A. 

B 

Kitchen 1 
Living 

Room 

Dining 

2. If the other object was also drawn accordIng to its actual size jt 

fit on this page. 
would I would nut 

3. Therefore, the draftsman 
--------~------------shrunk / enlarged 

the drawing so that it 

would fit. 

4. TIll' :;iz(' of L1lu llkvLcl1 a:; CIJlllililrl'd Lo Llll' <I(:t.u<ll :.iz(' (or Lllv ;III1UUIII of 

shrinking) is called the of the drawine. 
----~----~----------~~ mixed up letters - ceals 

5. List three other examples where objects are carefully shrunk, i.e., 
drat.,rn to scale. 

A. 

R. 

C. ----------------------
6. If chis length "------' measured on the drawing represented 10 metres on 

the ground, we would write this as cm = ___ me 



7. Using/em = 5m, give the actual size of the house drawn for Question 1 

m x m. ---- - ---- - - - - - - - - -- -

8. We could also show the scale by drawing it. For example: 

(i) 

(ii) 

1 em 2 m means the ,ame as 
--=----'-"--'---'--

1 :::m 3 m means the same as -------

o 2 4 6 8 10 12 
_1~_~ __ ~I ___ ~_~ __ ~_~lm. 

o 3 6 9 12 15 18 
~1 ___ ~ __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~lm. 

Using the above as your examples, make up two new scales 

means the same as ----------
means the same as -----------

9. What is the distance between the two cities if the scale is 1 cm 
represents 10 km? 

City A City B 

10. City X is 100 km from City Y. Draw a line to represent this distance 
for each of these three scales: 

(i) 1 cm 50 km 

(i i) 1 em ] 0 km 

(iii) 1 cm 25 km 

11. Using your atlas, calculate the following distances in kIn: 

page 13 - Hamil ton to Winnipeg 

P:II',(' 18 - 11;1111 i I 1011 10 110:; I 011 

page 40 - Toronto to Mexico City 
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HODGE CITY ROBBERY 

News Item: 

At dawn this morning, the Hodge CHy Stage was robbed of $10,000 in gold dust, and 
the driver was murdered. The robbery occurred at paint X on the accompanying map. 
The sheriff has arrested two suspects ... 

Suspect A 

Arrested by the sheriff when he came to town to report the robbery. He had $10,000 in 
gold dust which he says he mined himself. Awakened by shots he saw a bandit run in a 
N.E. direction from the stage. He was sure the bandit could not see him as he was in 
the shadow of the hill. His mine is at 053310. He claims he saw no camp near the hill. 
There are no trees south of the river because this area is a desert. 

Suspect B 

Picked up by the posse 2 hours after the robbery at 060340. He had $10,000 in gold dust 
which he said his father willed to him. He claims to have seen the stage standing in 
the road at dawn from his campsite. The deputy discovered his campsite at a point 4 
km S.S.E. from the point where he was picked up. The suspect claims he saw a man 
running up the hill in a N.N.E. direction from the stage. He says he was on his way to 
report the robbery when picked up. 

1. On rough copy of map - Read the news item carefully for details. Locate all placw; 
and routes on map, and solve problem 

2. On good copy of map - (a) Draw a neatly labelled 16 pOint compass in the square in 
the right hand corner of the map. 

(b) Below the map, make a rectangle and inside it make a 
legend for all the symbols on the map. Be sure to make 
symbols for the camp, mine, routes, etc., after you have 
placed them on your map. 

3. (a) Use rough copy map to determine who stole the gold. Be sure the entire group 
agrees with and understands the decision. 
(b) Transfer all material from rough copy map to good copy map. 

4. On a separate paper write (a) Thu suspect who stole the gold. 
(b) Your proof. List geographical reasons for your decision 

then explain location, distance, time and direction. 



---- ------ -------~--- -~--------- -- -------- --~ --- -- ~ -~- - ~ ---~ - - ---------

PRETEST FOR HODGE CITY 

A. 

Label all the points 
of the compass. 

51 52 53 54 55 
t . 

.x 

t-

.r 

.. 
• • I 

B. 
a)Put 'h' on the highest point. 
b) Put 'I' on the lowest point. 
c) Put '5' on a steep slope. 
d)Put 0., on a flat area. 

56 57 58 59 C.I.100m . . 26 o 0-5 1 
..... I 

25 km 
·z 

t-24 
C. 

.y 23 Point ·x· is at grid reference 514252. 
Write the grid reference for 

22 points r, y, and z. 
r 

I I • ~ ~21 y 
z 
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HODGE CITY MAP 

Ii 'w 
kiiometres 

4 
I 

Hodge: 
Lake 

06 
C.I.50m 

34 

33 

32 

31 

30 



UN LT 2 - OlJl{ NI~ [GliBOURHOOf) 

3.1 Rationale 

This unit enlarges the students' ability to geographically man-

ipulate thelr environment. We begin with a manageable piece of space 

(the classroom) and then extend their understanding outward to the whole 

community. 

The nature of the geographic discipline is developed from Unlt 

1, Activity 5 in that students orient themselves within their neighbour

hood, make an inventory of neighhourhood resources and then make plan

ning decisions. Students will develop a sense of the dynamic interplay 

which exists between their part of the community and the whole. 

3.2 ActIvities and Objectives 

In this sectlon an outllne of the activiti.es and objectives is 

listed in s(!quential order for the benefit of the teacher. 

will: 

Students 

1. Draw an accurate scale map of their classroom showin8 the i.r 

location. 

- 56 -
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2. Mak,~ a chart cOlllparing til(' constLuctioIl and chardcteListics of 

several diffeLent types of maps. 

3. Spatially define their neighbourhood. 

4. Create a seLies of practical criteria for measuring the desir

ability of a neighbourhood and participate in evaluating one of 

them. 

5. Explore the relationships between their neighbourhood and the 

larK~r unit by investigating the sources of need satisfaction. 

6. Develop and apply a land-use classification system. 

7. Recognize the patterns which particul~r land-use types are 

likely to develop. 

8. Investigate the factors which can influence land-use patterns. 

9. Drmv a topographic map of the Hamilton area. 

10. Becl)lll(;! familiar wIth the concept::; of site allo situat Lon as tlwy 

apply to Hamilton. 

11. Investigate the long term effects of majoL land-use changes in 

their neighbourhood. 
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12. Become aC(pIa i nted wi th loc:ll gover.nment of f ici;l1 ,:; and the 

process of land-use changes. 

13. Identify and put into operation effective lobbying techniques. 

14. Make major planning decisions for a green belt site and evaluate 

their impact on the qual i.ty of life afforded to a particular 

resLdential site. 

15. Recognize the positive attributes of their neighbourhood. 

16. Increase their awareness of the planning process and the poten

tial influence of the individual criteria. 

16. Dev(~lop a greater confidence In understanding the dynamics of an 

urhan environment. 

3.3 Strategies 

1. Thj:=; unit requires a thorough overview of the entire course with 

part: icular reference to the practical goal of improving our 

neighbourhood. 

2. Monl "Stud/'"1 i\CllvILy" pili~"'J III tllI~; 111111 ;11''' ~lIll>uL"'III:llly 

different from those in Unit 1. These instructions provide only 

the framework for the activities and should be carefully 

reviewed and aclapted to the individual characteristicf> of tlw 

school environment. 
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3. Most of the cesources for this unit originate from the local 

planning office which necessitates an early visit (at least one 

month) befo["e starting. 

4. Allow at least 6 weeks for the completion of this unit. 

5. Students will be workIng in groups for most of the time. The 

groupings should be arranged on the basis of the nature of the 

task and the skills defined on the large chart f["om Unit 1. 

6. The nature of most of the activities encourages a nV1Htel~y 

approach to evaluation. 

7. A good deal of Socratic teachIng will be required. 

8. Use this unit to demonstrate the nature of the geographic disci

pline: 

(a) Navigation/Orlent'ltion - classroom and neighboul'hood lIIapu. 

(b) MonitC)r1.II~ Rcsou["ces - mappIn~ ne l~hbourllOod Herv l.ce':). 

(c) Planning 110Vl can Vie improve the neighbourhood in a l'eal 

way? 

3.4 Suggestions 

1. Old phone books may be obtained from the Bell offices. 
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2. Visits to the school by planning per-sonnel and/or- tours of till' 

planning of fices ado a gr-eat deal to the impact of the uni t. 

Cett lng an art lcle publisheo in the local paper (e.g. editodal) 

is also a worthy endeavour. 

3. This framework wlll readily accommodate a more thorough treat

ment of concepts which could be advantageously developed 

throughout the year (eg. regionalism, meeting the needs of 

security and shelter). 

4. Bonus work of an indivi.dual nature should be available. 

3.5 Follow-Up 

Students are particularly enthusiastIc about the l:llld-us(~ cl.,--w:j

ification activity and will do a superb job if they are given the appro-

priate level of instruction and support. This whole uni t provides an 

excellent opportunity for a large whole-class endeavour and consequently 

stimulates Cl real cam':.lraderie. 

3.6 Instructions 

Revi.ew the fal towing "Student Act l vi ty" page!) and prepan-! <lUX: i. 1-

iary materials where required. 



~1appin8 the Classroom 

Usinlj a regular size sheet of paper draw a rough sketch map of 

your classroom. Transfer your rough copy to the large paper so that it 

takes up as much room as possible. Remember to include: 

1. a title; 

2. a legend; 

3. an arrow showing north; 

4. a border; 

5. a scale; 

You wi.ll also have to think about: 

1. how much detaU to include; 

2. whether or not to use colours; 

3. how many people you need in your group and what ski lls they 

should have to complete the job in 2 periods (sec large chart). 

When you hav!.:! finished» carefully mark on the map your locat ion and the 

locations ot your group ml!mbersj then post your map on the board. 



Different Kinds of Maps 

1. Find a partner and enlarge this chart onto the sheets of paper prolTided. 

Cl3ssroom Planni:1" D02Pt. Planning Dept. Topographic Ontario Ox:ord Atlas 
IJhat They are ~!ap Neigh. City Street Burlington Road ~!ap of Canada 
Like 30 H/Sc. Nap 

SY::l~ols 

Fou::.:l O:lly On 

Use of C·)lour 

Ty?L::al Scale 

Extra 

InfvLldtion 

Best Use.! , 
For 

Ho'o' to ~!3~e 
Tr.e::l 

l:lf0['::tdt ion 

R~~uired 

S~i11s 

Re~uir~J 

2. 
3. 

".~i-2-.• ; t;:e ":1.1::1 E':cry Squar~ Inc~. 

f 1 f t ' '~u" tl:e-: under the headings and fill in the chart. 
:;~:!: a C,)?::) e3(: 1 0 ne @..l?S, ~_ I,: .' 

Use dia-

.;r ~ -:~, s;:~:~hcS or sy::1bols w!-.~=~'·;cr' :>0s;;:!..~le. 
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Our Neighbourhood 

1. Using copies of the Planning Department "City Street Map" l11Clr.k 

on your house, our school and the route that you take to school. 

Measure the distance in kilometers and miles. 

2. Our neighbourhood is the part of our community with which we are 

familiar - we know where things are and we are recognized by 

other people as being part of that group. To decide on the 

limits (boundaries) of our neighbourhood mark, on one map, 10 

places that you would be likely to visit several times durine a 

week. 

3. When everyone in the class has marked on their 10 places draw a 

line around the piece of our city (use roads for the lines i.e. 

don't cut blocks in half) which would include at least 80% of 

tlw dol!;. Thill .Jn~iI 111 OIJr Jl(!l~hbout·hood. 

4. Using tracing paper draw an accurate map of our neighbourhood. 

Remember to include all the required parts of a map. 



~~alu8tinB Our Neighbourhood 

1. Make a list oE all the services which should be available within 

the boundaries of a neighbourhood. 

2. Give names for services that go together (e.g. Health Services -

drug stores, doctors, etc., Emergency Services 

police, fire, etc.). 

ambulance, 

3. Make additions to this list of desirable characteristics 

1. Residential 

2. Environmental 

'3. Security 

4. Stahl Hty 

4. In pairs, enlarge your neighbourhood maps 8-10 times using 

either overhead or opaque projectors. 

5. Assume responsibility for one of the categories of servlcl~ 

(Instruction 2) oc for olle of the ch<lcacteri.!;tics Ldentlfieli ill 

Instruction 3. Using phone books and the Planning J)cpal-tlllt.!llt 

"Neighbourhood Maps" mark the location, name and phone number of 

these services on your maps. If th(~re are too many, try to 

choose a reprl.!sentat Lv(! sample of 25. I f you a r.! m<lpp i og ;1 



charricted.st ic, estahll.sh how you i.ntfc!nd to mea~;lln~ i.t :lnci 

transfer youe estimates to the map. 

6. Classify each service or characteristic as Excellent, Average 

or Poor and make a chaet which summarizes the class results. 

7. Write a 3-paragraph essay whIch has as its title "The Advantages 

of Living in Our Neighbourhood". Use specific examples for the 

services or. ch.Hacterist.lcs which wer(~ judged to he exce llent. 

8. (a) Select ~ of the services or characteristics which weee 

judged to be Poor and which you think is important fo[, the 

neighbourhood. 

(b) Hake a Ust of all the ways in whi.ch it could be improved. 



Using Resources Effectively 

What are you going to do thIs weekend? When you tRke the time 

to plan out your time away fcom school, you mentally separate things 

into two categories: 

1. those which will help you to have an enjoyable time. i.e. tools 

to help you - resources or ASSETS. 

2. those which wi 11 get in the way of your having an enjoyable 

time, i.e. LIABILITIES 

Make a chart in your book like the one below: 

- --
ASSI~TS (Res()urce~) I.IAI~ [1. LT u~s 
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Here are SOlll(-' thlngs which might be I;ui.tahle for you to in(:1.11dl! In your 

chart: 

1. Sunny and warm weather 

2. Bicycll:! broken 

3. Lots of money in the bank 

4. Hi'_ve a cold 

5. Lots of homework to do 

6. Working at the grocery store 

7. Parents purchased Atari game 

Sort the items that apply to you in the appropriate place in your chart. 

't-1ake up another Ust of factor!:> which apply only to you and add them i.n 

the suitable spot in your chart. 

Did you notice that 130m!;! items are difficult to place on the 

chart? Depending on the circumstances, a visit from an aunt or uncle 

mayor may not help you have a p,ood time on the weukend. To solve thIs 

problem, go back to your origlnal goal and (!){plain it in mO)L·~ detal L, 

i.e. what kinds of experiences do I enjoy on a weekend? 

Compare your chart with your friend's. Did you find any items 

on the opposite side of their chart, i.e. what you considered an ASSI~T 

he/she con:;idcred a L[AIHI.[TY'{ TIl!.s doc,.. 1I0t nlt.'an that ()lH' of YOll i; 

correct and the other incorrect. It means that people 1lf;1~ what is 

available to them in the best way they can and in the manner in which 



they have h'!en tau~ht. A snowy w(~ekend may be an ASSI~T for a ski.e rand 

a LIABILITY for someone travelling to another city. 

You should now be able to summarize your chart and make a fore-

cast about your weekend. If your ASSETS are greater in number and 

strength than your LIABILITIES then you're all set; you're going to have 

a great time. If howevec the ASSI~TS are out-weighed by the LIABILIT rr:s 

then you have a problem. This gives you four options: 

1. Do nothing and have a terrible weekend. 

2. Try to change the conditions undec which you will have a good 

time so that 1.IABILITIES become ASSETS (Le. switch from travel

ling to skiing). 

3. Search for some eKt ra ASSETS that you missed the firs t t lme 

(e.g. your fclend owes you some money). 

4. Try to eliminate some of the LIABILIT[t<:S (eg. get your hOmeWOL"k 

completed befoce the weekend). 

Can you think of anythl.ng else to do'? [f you r () 1 low(!11 til I ~; 

routine for all of youc time you would cerlainiy luakc better UHe of Lt. 

In a sense you \l7Ould be making tLme an ASSr~T rather than a LIABIL ['l'Y. 

Time can be a very powerful LIABILITY (e.g. when there is tl)O Uttle to 

complete our jobs we are in a rush and necvous). When we feel there 1s 

too much tlme, we ace lazy and bored. PlanninG helps to make tim(~ feel 

just right, i.e. an ASS~T. 

Let's check to see whether time is an ASSET or a LIABILITY EOJ: 
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you. Make IIp two timc' graphs for yourself; one for a typicill school clay 

and one for a typical Saturday. The whole circle (360°) represents 24 

hours so each quarter (90°) of a circle is 6 hours and each half (l800) 

of a circle is 12 hours. Start with your wake-up time at the top. 

Compare yours to a few of your friend's, looking for things that 

are the same and things that are different. What would a time chart 

look like for someone who felt that the amount of time is too much, too 

little, and just right? Try to think of ways that you might manage your 

time so that it feels more comfortable. 

This kind of planning before an event has taken place, where 

problems are identified before they happen, is called Pre-Planning. 

Sometimes it's not possible or just doesn't get done and we have to look 

back in time. When we do this kind of planning it's called PoSt-P1.11l

ning. For example, you migr.t want to answer the question, "Is my fIrst 

year in high school an enjoyable one?" Make a chart and flll in the two 

parts with things/events that have contributed to your enjoyment of the 

school year and those which made you dislike it. If the LIABIL [T [1';:-; 

side appears to oul:we 19h the AS:-;gTS side, then ylm have I dent l f led a 

problem which you call now deal with by PRE-PLANNING the next part of 

your schooling, e.g. join a club, do more homework, start jogging. If 

the ASSETS win then you now have an indication of which events are of 

importance to you and which make you happy. 

This way of thlnking is especially suitable for gcoRraphic prob

lems, e.g. navigating (finding your way), monitoring resources (maki.ng 
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sure there'::; enough) anti planning the use of spac(~ (decLdLn~ wlwre to 

put it). Foe example, consider the following: 

Is the Q.E.W.-Gardlner Expressway the best route to take to get 

to and from the C.N.E.? 

ASSETS 

- highest speed limit 

- most number of lanes 

- road in good repair 

- fewest number of exit!> 

and entrances 

LIABILITIES 

- most crowded 

highest speed llmit 

- fewest number of exits 

- borine 

Note that the same "terns appeared on both sides of the chart: 

- highest speed limi. t: 

- fewest number of exits 

From the previous eKamples we have learned to be c"lrt!ful ahout 

classifying items as ASSETS or LIABILITH:S and then thinking that otheL" 

people feel the same. Not only do the people in your classroom think 

differently but so do people in different locations and periods of tlme. 

What we consider to be a valuable ASSET might not be so valued by 

others. For eKample, in our society we place a very h1gh value on Ovln-
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ing thing: ears, hOlJs,!s, stereo, ~tc. They make us feel important ;}nd 

give us pO\>lC!r. However, this isn't true for everyonc. In some socie

ties, the people who were considr~['ed to be most importc.nt wer..:! those who 

gave the most away (e.g. Potlatch ceremony in British Columbia). If you 

owned a piece of land that had iron ore on it, it would depend on your 

circumstance whether it was an asset or not. If you lived in Canada and 

the property was close to a city, you would probably be happy because if 

the ore could be mined, you would receive money. If you \~e['e a farmer 

in Brazil you would be sad because that kind of mineral is usually found 

in places with poor soi 1. Here is a list of items which could be 

classified as either A.SSETS or LIA.BILITIES. Give an example for each: 

1. T['ccs 

2. Fire 

3. People 

4. Water 

5. 011 

6. Uranium 

7. Space 

Not only do "objects" change their value from plac~ to pL1<'.'~ bllt 

they may also change in the same place over time. Explain how thest! 

items have changed over time and suggest some reasons for the change: 

1. Old furniture, cars 

2. Fresh water 

3. A job 

4. A big house 

5. Farmlne 

6. Being a good reader 

7. Have a tun 
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Call y(m n<1m~' l;ome I.tems that wlll be hi gil ly vallJ(~d a~;:;ets in the 

future? 

In summary there is a real danger of looking at problems \vhich 

involve other people and places and not seeing the situation through 

their eyes. Choose one of these large- scale problems and analyse it 

according v) POST-PLANNING and PRE-PLANNING: 

1. Should Canada allow/encourage anyone from any other countries to 

come and live here? 

2. Should nuclear energy be eKpanded? 

3. Who would win a nuclear war? 

4. What is the best way for a rich country to help a poor one? 

5. Who owns the oceans? 

Explain how "Using Resource~ Effectively" relates to the problem that 

you are working on llOW. 

Choose a plan that lnvl)lve::; chant:ln~ the USe of Land In a def l

nite way. Show what changes are to be made on your large service level 

maps and in words, diagrams/sketches show how your suggested change 

would attack the problem which you ldenti fled. 
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llow does our Neighbourhood fit in with the Larger Unit - the City'! 

1. What goods and services cannot or should not be suppli.ed within 

our neighbourhood? 

2. (a) From the provided list t group the kinds of buildings etc. 

with the ones that are the same. 

1. Dentist's Office 
2. Beer Store 
3. Bell Telephone Building 
4. Police Station 
5. Eatolls's 
6. Consumers Gas 
7. Gas Station 
8. Travel Agent 
9. Eastwood Park 

10. Courthouse 
11. Mohawk College 
12. T.R. & B. Yards 
13. Century 21 
14. Library 
15. Light Bulb Factory 
16. Princess Point 
17. Harvey's 
18. Townhouse 
19. Spcct;ltor 

20. Christ Church Cathedral 
21. Stelco 
22. Bus Terminal 

21. Hollt'rworl,\ 

'2.4. Your hOUlW 

25. Sir John A. MacDonald 
26. Hamilton Place 
27. Jackson Square 
28. Mac's t1ilk 

29. Mother's 
30. Gore Park 



(b) Supply IldilleS for each gr.oup. 

(c) Compare your groups to the Planning Department groups or 

classes and standardize them. 

(d) Add any that are required for our neighbourhood. 

(e) Assign standardized colour to land-use types. 

3. Trace a 3-4 block section of your neighbourhood from larg~-scale 

base maps (work in pairs). 

4. Visit the area and classify the goods and s~rvices. 

5. Translate the classes into a colour code and trans fer to the 

Master Map. 

6. (a) For each land-use type make a Ust of locatiolls whlch acl.! 

typical (i.e. Tendencies). 

(b) Compare "Tendencies" to "City-wide Land Use Map". 

(c) Translate "Tendencies" into "Patterns" by doing the "Land 

Use Pattern" exercise. 



Example 
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IANO USE PATTERNS 

Describing Words 

--------------------

Land Uses That Can 

Look like this 

---------------------
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LANI) USE PATTERNS 

Land Uses That Can 

Example Describing Words Look like this 

000 

o 0 0 

000 

o 0 0 

o 0 C) 

o 0 0 
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lAND USI'; PATTERNS 

Land Uses That Can 

Example Describing Words Look like this 

0 
00 

o~ 
" 0 

~o 
0 
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Factors that Influence Land-Use Patterns 

Draw sketch maps or a series of cartoons to shown how each of 

the following factors could influence the land-use patterns in an 

imaginary conununity. 

1. Nature of the land use (e.g. comm~rcial) 

2. Relationship with other land uses 

3. Historical fact 

4. Site 

5. Situation 

6. Other 
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TAILHOMN 

Draw an accurate map from the description below. 

Use 21. 5 x 35 cm. paper. 

Do a sketch map first. 

Remember -- good topographic maps contain the following: 
direction, scale. symbols, colour, title. contour lines, legend. 

L~ HERE ARE TAILHOMN'S CHARACTERISTICS 

1. Draw a roughly triangular bay In the central part of the page having sides as follows: 

(i) 12 km. east to west 
(ii) 12 km. SW - NE 

(iii) 7 km. long 

2. In 1. side (iii) is a narrow low piece 01 land (bar) covered with road (4 lanes) and rail 
facilities, separating the bay from a larger body of water, Lake Riatoon. There is an 
entrance throLlgh this side of the bay for boats. 

3. Near the western end of tho tJ.IY thorn I~. il ~;l1ort tHJl Wide (I/;> 1\1ll.) tJ<tr of ~;illld. It 
:';Opi.Hi..ItOc.; lIlo tJ;IY IIUII' ~,W,lllliJY l{Jwloilid 

4. Along sides (i) and (ii) of the bay, about 2 - 4 km. from the water there is a steep ridge 
or escarpment about 60 metres high. 

5. Along side (i) there is a concentration of heavy industry, shipping facilities with a 
mixture of commercial and residential land uses between the industry and the 
escarpment. The area south of the escarpment is residential. The shoreline side (ii) 
is mostly residential and recreational, and part of another city. 

6. Tailhomn has city boundaries as follows: 

(i) the shore of the bay 
(ii) a line parallel to the escarpment and 4 km. south of it 

(iii) a line from lIlo western ond of 1110 !Jay rUllllIllQ soutll 
(iv) a line from the eastern end of the bay running south. 

7. Transportation routes are below tho escarpment and parallel to tile bay and Lake 
Riatoon. 

8. Outside the city the area is largely agricultural with emphasis on dairy farming in the 
south and west, and fruit on the east. 
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SiLuali()1I ur llalllilLoll 

Neatly Illark till' fullowing i'l'alures Oil L1ll' accolllpanying 111;11). 

Hamilton 
Toronto 
London 
Windsor 
Ottawa 
St. Catharines 
Sudbury 
Sault Ste. Marie 
Thunder Bay 

Ontario 
Quebec 
New York 
Pennsylvania 
Ohio 
Michigan 
Indiana 
Wisconsin 
Illinois 
Minnesota 
Iowa 

Q.E.W. 
llwy 401 
Trans Canada 
Hwy 17 
Hwy 400 
All double track railroads 
Limited Access Highways 

Helland Canal 
St. Lawrence River 
Ottawa River 
Georgian Bay 
Lake Ontario 
Lake Erie 
Lake St. Clair 
Lake Huron 
Lake Superior 
Lake Michigan 
Niagara River 
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SITE AND SITUATION OF HAHILTON 

1. (a) Title your Tailhomn map Site of Hamilton. 

(b) Describe in point form the area upon which Ohr city is located. 

(c) How have these characteristics affected Land Use Patterns'? 

(d) With these factors in mind, why is the proposed location for 
the new arena a poor one? 

2. (a) Title your Crl'at Lakes map Situation of Hamilton. 

(b) Describe in point form the location of our city (i.e. situation). 

(c) lluw have these charac ter Istlcl::i a[ [cc ted Land Ul::iC Pa ttern~'! 

(d) With these factors in mind, why is the proposed location for 
the new arena a poor one? 

3. Using both maps, choose a more suitable location and explain your 
choice. 
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Changes in Our Neighbourhood 

1. What changes an:! planned for our neighbourhood which might 

better be located elsewhere? 

2. Choose an alternate site (within the city) for the proposed 

chan~e which is superior to one proposed and support your plan. 

3. Find out who decides these changes and how the decisions .'leI;! 

made. 

4. (a) In what ways could we as a group influence that person(s) 

and the decision-making process? 

(b) Choose the method of influence that matches your inten;!st 

and eesou."ces and do it I 

(c) Evalute the effectiveness of your plan. 

5. What other source will he available to you as an adult to make 

you: opinions known that aren't available now? 



MID SEMESTER EVALUATION 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Form groups of 3-4 skills required: 

A. map drawing 
B. writing skills 
C. land use planning ie - types of land use and site 

requiremen ts. 
D. organizer and time planner. 

2. Enlarge the base map provided to a scale of 1:50,000. 

3. Using the coloured paper provided (colours correspond to 
earlier established classification) plan the city called Sopex 
on this site. N.B. you are not required to use all the 
paper but you must use some of each colour. 

4. Write two paragraphs which outline the overall characteristicB 
of your city and advantages of your plan. 
For each land use type, write one paragraph which outlines the 
reasons for the location(s) planned by your group. 
(2~ periods. 25 marks). 

5. As an individual, choose a location for your residence and write 
a 3(three) paragraph essay explaining the reasons for your choice. 
(~ period)- 10 marks. 

6. Each person must choose a different location, but you are encouraged 
to belp each other in your choices and the explana ti on. 



SITE OF SOPEX 
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CIIOOS1N\--; A PLACl~ TO L [V!-; [N CANADA 

4.1 Rationale 

This chapter is designed to provide the data and the process 

which will cause the students to seriously question the parochial ism 

which is so prevalent among this group. Using the "Basic Problem Solv

ing Model" ;1.S their guide) students will extend their sense of fami liar

ity from the community, to the province, to the region and finally to 

the count ry as a whole. Major attributes such as area) relative and 

absolute location, physiography and population distribution will be 

developed within a context that ls both relevant Eor) and comprehensible 

to, the students. 

Many of the skills introduced earlier wi 11 be developed to a 

more sophisticated level, e.g. interpretation of topographical maps and 

photographic slides, and the management of time. Several new cOlnponents 

are also introduced such au the lnterpretat lon of aedal photOgl'dplw 

using stereoscopes and partlcipatillfj in a simulatIon ~ame. 

4.2 Activities and Objectives 

Students will: 

- a6 -
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country and it's components (politically and physiographically). 

2. Produce two out line maps of Canada - one drawn and one cut out 

and glued. 

3. Learn the concept of population density and how to describe the 

Canadian pattern. 

4. Produce a large chext which summal:'izes the characted.stlc8 

(human and physical) of the six major physiographic r~gions of 

Canada. 

5. Acquire the basic skills of handling a stereoscope and ster~o

gram. 

6. Produce a set of six land-use maps drawn from the stereoscopes 

and augmented by information from the corresponding slide and 

top0gl:'aphic milp. 

7. Leara the relat lve advantages of using 8lides) stereogramu and 

topographical maps. 

8. Establish a personal set of locational factors. 

9. Learn the ways in which jobs can be categorized and the tech

nique most often used by 8cographers. 

10. Acquire a feeling tor the stresses and straJ.ns of a modern day 

mining company operating on the Canadian Shield by pUl"tic"lpat in!', 

in a simulation game. 

11. Leanl the l0catloll of Cflllada's I-H.!condary InclIlHtrl.·:; ;11l.J tit .. 

facLoC!:; respollGlhie for tilb; pattl.!rn. 

12. Learn how to personally evaluate the attractivencs:; of. a job by 

creating a questionnaire and then having It completed by 8om~on~ 

em2loyed in the tertiary sector. 
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13. Leacil the g(~llel-al l.ac:ll: Lanal pattenl of t(~ct i <11'y Jobs in 

Canada. 

14. Organize a three-month Lour of Canada which highlights many of 

the more important geographical characteristics. 

15. Select a location in Canada as a working adult. 

16. Consider the advantages of employment in the three sectors. 

17. Appeeciate the value and difflculty of long-range ?lannlng. 

4.3 Strategies 

1. Introduce this unit with an explanation of the major organizi.nr; 

questions:- "m1ere in Canada would I like to live?". 

2. "Join the Dota", "Size and Shape", "Population Distribution", 

"Populatlon Density" and "Urbanizatlon" in Canada require little 

eXLra teaching other L1lall Huffl.clcilt (!XpVlllatioll tiC) tilaC tlw 

students see the connection. 

3. There is a major s11i ft in focus from "Urbanization irl C.1.nullu" to 

"Physiographic Regions" which will need to be dealt with to 

maintain continuity. 

4. A. gr:eat deal of smal L gr<)up teach Ln~ Ls L-equi red to be il1g LhO' 

whoL!.;! class to completion in the "Pllysiographic Regionu" ex\.~c-

cise. 

5. A short lesson on account Lng procedures before Pl.:1Y cH'.t:Il,,·1 \.y 

comlll<:!nces in the "Mining Gaml!" will avoid u lot of cOnfllHll)lI. 

6. The four act l vi ties on employment need to be expandert so that 

stll(h!nts have a clear idea of why they are lncluded in till.' (~hap-

ter. 



7. The r.hart i.n "Project Cnn;lrla" reqlli.rl!s a thonlUgh explal1ati.on. 

8. The final activity is suita~le for a summation and evaluation. 

4.4 Suggestions 

1. The section of "Join the Dots" which compares Canada's area IY"ith 

other countries could he improved by including countries of 

greatest significance to the students. 

2. Encourage the students to work with a variety of people. 

3. Provide safe and convenient storage locations for materials. 

4. Make available pencils, rulers and other supplies, which stu

dents might not have for a particular period. 

5. Mark everything they do and return the work promptly. Many of 

the assignments are suited for Complete/Incomplete gcading. 

Encoucage students to ce-do faulty work. 

6. Expand the "What I can Do Well?" chart to include new items. 

4.5 Instructions 

1. Carefully review the following ex:ercises and prepare the 

re/[ld.red mater.lals. 

2. Adjust the scope of the open-ended actlvitles to the levl..!l of 

interest and competence of the students. 
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Join the Dots 

1. Usin8 the ~t"id provided and the dot location for Part A» match 

up the circled examples and the dots shown. When you ar~ sure 

that you understand how the system of locating dots works (check 

with friends and/or teacher) place the rest of the dots and 

their numbers on the grid. .Join the' dots with straight lines in 

the correct order. Don't forget to join the las t dot to the 

first. 

2. Do the same for Parts B, C, 0, E, F, G, H, I and J. 

3. With the help of your friends try to name all of the parts. 

When you are all agreed» check your answers wIth your atlas. 

4. Label the large bodies of water. 

5. Name 5 parts of our count cy that were not drawn. Think of rea-

BOnt; wIlY l:hl'y w<'n' no': In('ludnd. Whnt: ~ollid hI.' d01l1' t() thn BI:M~ 

of tIle map so that all parts could be drawn? 

change affect the scale? 

6. Size (Area) 

!low would the 

(a) With your friends divide up the country so that each person 

has about the Bilme amount of area. Persol1ti COllllt up the 

number of squares in their own part and then the lndlvidual 

totals are all added to give the total area. Each part 

square wi 11 count as a half so count them sepiHiltely and 

dlvLde by L~'(). 

(b) If you are interested in the area in square km, multiply 

the number of squares by 15,625 (l cm = 250 km» each square 

is 0.5 cm; thus 125 x 125 = 15,625 sq. km). Compare your 

calculations with those given in the atlas. 
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Locations of Dots 

PART A 

1. 6N 25W 20. 24N 24\-1 39. 17N 16\-1 58. 6N 9W 

2. 7 28 21- 26 24 40. 17 15 59. 5 9 
3. 9 38 22. 25 23 41. 19 14 60. 5 10 
4. 12 44 23. 23 23 42. 16 11 61- 6 10 
5. 16 45 24. 18 27 43. 16 9 62. 7 9 
6. 19 45 25. 16 27 44. 15 7 63. 7 10 
7. 24 40 26. 14 25 45. 12 9 64. 6 11 

8. 25 46 27. 13 22 46. 11 11 65. 8 12 
9. 31 40 28. 11 21 47. 9 13 66. 7 13 

10. 30 39 29. 10 20 48. 7 14 67. 5 13 
11. 29 36 30. 10 19 49. 5 15 68. 5 15 
12. 26 33 31- 11 19 50. 7 14 69. 1 19 
13. 25 33 32. 13 20 51. 9 12 70. 1 20 
14. 25 30 33. 14 19 52. 10 11 71. 3 20 
15. 24 28 34. 15 19 53. 10 10 72. 6 23 
16. 25 27 35. 16 20 54. 9 11 73. 6 25 
17. 21 27 36. 20 20 55. 9 10 
18. 28 28 37. 20 12 56. 8 10 
19. 25 26 38. 19 17 57. 8 7 



Locations of Dots 

PART B PART C PART 0 PART E 

1. 27N 33W 1. JON 21W 1. 30N 23W l. 32N 26W 

2. 26 32 2. 2.8 27 2. 38 21 2. 11 25 
3. 29 29 3. 213 28 3. 37 22 3. 21 23 
4. 30 29 4. 30 28 4. 35 22 4. 30 23 
5. 29 30 5. 33 23 5. 30 25 
6. 29 31 6. 32 23 6. 32 27 
7. 30 32 7. 32 25 
8. 30 33 8. 33 24 

9. 35 24 
10. 36 23 
ll. 36 25 
12. 37 25 

PART F PART G PART II PART [ 

1. 29N 21W 1. 32N 34w 1. 33N 31N 1. 14N 7W 

2. 25 16 2. 32 33 2. n 30 2. 13 6 
3. 24 16 3. 3L 32 3. 33 30 3. 13 5 
4. 24 17 4. 30 34 4. 33 29 4. 12 4 

5. 23 17 5. 30 35 5. 31 29 5. 12 '3 

6. 22 15 6. 31 35 6. 31 31 6. 11 4 
7. 20 15 7. 33 32 7. 11 6 
8. 22 19 8. LO 7 
9. 21 20 

10. 22 21 
11. 24 19 PART J 

12. 27 22 
13. 26 22 1. 15N 36W 
14. 27 24 2. L5 35 
15. 27 25 3. 12 35 
16. 29 25 4. 12 36 



7. Comparing Canada's Size and Shape 

Choose an example from those below and repeat Steps 1-6. This 

time you must draw your own grids. Watch out for changes in the 

size and direction of the grid as compared to the one for 

Canada. 

France 

1. IN 2W 8. 8N 0 15. 2N 3E 
2. 4N 2W 9. 7N 2E 1 f) • 2N 2g 
3. SN 3\>1 10. 7N 3E 17. IN 1I~ 

4. 5N 4W 11. 6N 3E 
5. 6N 3W 12. 4N 2E 
6. f)N 3W 13. 4N 3E 
7. 8N 1W 14. 3N 41~ 

West Germanl 

t. 2N 4E 8. 7N 6E 
2. 1N 4E 9. 5N 5E 
3. 3N 3g 10. 4N 6[-: 
4. 7N 3E ll. 4N 7E 
5. 8N 4r.: 12. 3N 7g 
6. 8N 5E 11. 7N 6E 
7. IN ')I~ 

8. Projections 

Projections are different ways of putting a round object on a 

flat piece of paper. Select one of the grids provided by the 

teacher and transfer the clot locations. Compare the resulting 

shap'~ and (H'I~a to the orlginal. Can YI)U think of allY lHH!~; rot" 

this way of drawing a map? 
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9. Location 

(a) Find out how large the whole world is (i.e. from the North 

Pole to the South Pole and around the Equator). 

(b) Using the graph paper provided [large sheet at least 1 m 

square] make up a scale so that the world fits on it. 

(c) Make up a grid system. 

(d) Divide up the world into pieces and assign each group a 

part. 

(e) Each group is to convert the shape of their part into dot 

locations which will be transferred to the large map and 

joined up. 

(0 Label all parts and the spaces inbetween. 

(g) With a pin mark on your community and two places outside 

our country that you would Itke to visit. .Joln the plns 

with thread and measure the distance in kilometres. Make a 

community to the others. 

10. Population 

The map of "Population Distribution" shows the part!; of CUIl(lcla 

which have: 

1. Large cities 

2. Small cltles and towns 

3. Small towns and empty areas 



POPULATION DISTRIBUTION Key 
l1li LARGE CITIES 

illJ] S~',4L..L CITIES S TOWNS 

D SMALL TOWNS OR EMPTY 
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COUll!: Up the numher [or I~ar.h and make a har graph. 

If (~ach square represented 600,000 

120,000 

What ls the total population of Canada? 

Find out the total population for the comparison country you 

chose in Step 6. Usine the same scale, how many squares of each 

type would be required? Do they fit? Why not? 
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Part A 
Answer the following questions in your notebook. 

1. (a) Cut our each piece from sheets a, band c and fit the map together. 
(b) What is it? 
(c) On the back of each puzzle piece lightly pencil its name. 
(d) List the pieces by name, from west to east. 
(e) List pieces that are missing to make the map complete. 

2. (a) Get sheet D and cut out the pieces. Fit them into your map. Use the atlas to help 
you. 

(b) Label them on the back. 

3. Divide the provinces and territories into these 2 categories: 
Territories or Provinces that border on salt water. 
Territories or Provinces that do not border on salt water. 

4. (a) By carefully observing each province and territory, arrange them in order of size 
from smallest to largest. 

(b) Then starting with the largest, write the names in a list. 
(c) Using an atlas, check your answer. Write actual order beside yours and check 

your list. 

5. (a) Trace around the edge of each province with your finger. Put them into these 3 
categories: 

(i) All edges uneven. 
(ii) Most edges uneven. 

(iii) Most edges smooLtl. 

(b) Why are some edges or boundaries smooth lines or arcs? 
(c) Where are most of the even bO'Jndaries found? 

6. (a) Pa~te all pieces in their correct location on newsprint. 
(b) In light, sharp pencil, draw on the outlines of the following lakes and label them. 

Lake Erie 
Lake Ontario 
Lake Huron 

Lake Superior 
Lake Manitoba 
Lake Winnipeg 

Great Slave Lake 
Great Bear Lake 
Lake Athabaska 

(c) Draw a dotted line through the Great Lakes to show the boundary between 
Canada and the United States. 

7. On each province, neatly print its name. 

8. Using the atlas to help, neatly print tho names of the major seas, oceans and bay~. 

9. Put a title on your map. 

10. Put a compass on your map. 

11. Cut out the scales and paste them on your map. 
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a 
b 

kilometres 

500 
iiiiiii;I 



b. 

1cm=100km 
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c. 
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Physiographic Regions 

Part A 

1. Form groups of four. 

2. Each person should take responsibility for one regional map of 

Canada from the following: 

1. Climate 

2. Vegetation 

3. Landform 

4. Soils 

and trace it on the transparencies provided. 

3. Superimpose all four maps and draw composite boundaries - one 

copy for each student (i.e. Physiographic Regions). 
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Part B 

1. Form groups of Eive and enlarge this chart. 

Physiographic Distribution 
Region Landforms Climate Vegetation Density Economy 

Cordilleran 

Prairies 

Great Lakes -
St. Lawrence 
Lowlands 

Shield 
--

Appalachians 

Arctic 

2. Cut the chart in strips so that each person has one column (i.e. 

Landforms, Climate, etc). 

3. Fill in your chart using diagrams, charts, pictures, etc. No 

words are allowed. 

[Pa~ts B, C, 0 and E will be introduced in rapid succession and 

work will be progressing simultaneously on all fourl. 
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Part C 

1. View the 24 slides and sort them into silt groups of four. The 

four slides wi 11 be different views of the same community which 

is representative of each of the "Physiographic Regions". 

2. Refer to Activity 1 in the introductory unit for lUore informa

tion. 

Part D 

1. Learn how to use a stereoscope. 

2. Review land-use classification as established earlier and adjust 

the classes to be applicable to the air photographs. Establish 

typical examples and their characteristics when viewed through a 

s te rl;!oscope. 

3. Produce one set of sil{ colour-coded land-use maps from each of 

the stereograms provided. Use information from the slldes to 

assist in the classification. 

Part E 

1. Inspect each of the s ll{ topographic maps and match each to ltt> 

appropriate "Physiographic Region" and hence to the stereogram 

and the slides. 

2. Give the grid Humberi-; of the area covl!red on thl! IlIlIjlS by caeh o[ 

the stereogramc;. 

3. Identify the names of the these communities. 
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Part F 

Discuss this chart with your ft"iends and complete it. 

- -

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES BEST ~'OR 

SLIDES 

-

STEREOGRAMS 

TOPOGRAPH[C I1APS 
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Evaluation 

Large symbolic chart 

Small chart with matching information 

Land-use maps 

- 20 

- 20 

- 20 

60 
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DISTRIBUTION· EXERCISE A 
See accompanying map. 

1. What does each dot on the map mean? 

2. Circle the dots that represent Toronto, Vancouver and Montreal. 

3. With an X mark the location of your community on the map. 

4. Shade the parts of Canada that have a large number of people with a red pencil. 
What areas of Canada did you shade? 

5. Some areas of Canada have few people. Colour these areas pink. 

6. Geography uses terms to describe the distribution of people. Match these three 
terms to the diagl·ams below: 

CONCENTRATED 

EVEN L Y SPREAD 

UNEVENLY SPREAD 

---- --- . __ .---.. - , , 
• 0 p CI II Q 0 , 
• I 

" p 0 V IJ 1/ 

0 • II 0 0 II II , 
• 0 1/ • Q fI 0 

I 
, 

.. " , , 
'" 

0 II II 1/ • ,D , 
, , I D It , 0 • II «I • 0 •• 0,'11 " ',,'. ",'. 

, , 

7. What does distribution mean? 

8. In one or two sentences, describe the population distribution in Canada. 

, , , 

II , , , 
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DENSITY· EXERCISE B 

km km 

km km 

2 persons/sq. km 10 persons/sq. km 

Population Density= Population 

Area 
--- --

PROVINCE AREA POPULATION 

Newfoundland 

Nova Scotia 

New Brunswick 

Prince Edward Island 

Quebec 

Ontario 

Manitoba 

Saskatchewan 

Alberta 

British Columbia 

Yukon Territory 

Northwest Terrilory 

Canada 

In your own words, define population density. 

DENSITY 



---------
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF CANADA'S POPULATION 

Most maps show an area of the earth's surface by representing the area's physical 
shape. The map you are going to create wIll show provinces in Canada in an imaginary 
way, so that the size of the province represents the number of people who live there. 

You will need graph paper, scissors, paste and paper. 

1. Begin by filling in the chart below. The "scale" you are using is 1 square (of graph 
paper) represents 100,000 people. Divide each provinces' population by 100,000 and 
round off to the nearest quarter. 

-.- - ._.-

PROVINCE POPULATION • NO. OF SQUARES NEEDED 

Newfoundland 578789 

Prince Edward Is. 116251 

Nova Scotia 812127 

New Brunswick 664525 

Quecec 6141491 

Ontario 8131 618 

Manitoba 1 005953 

Saskatchewan 907650 

Alberta 1 799771 

British Columbia 2406212 

Yukon 21392 

Northwest Territory 42237 

.. 1976 data 
2. Using the graph paper, count out the number of squares that you need for eacrl prov

ince and territory and cut them out. 

3. Plan your map on the large piece of paper: 
(a) Place pieces on in appropriate order from east to west, but don't glue them. 
(b) Decide where title, legend and scale will be placed. 
(c) Paste map down carefully. 
(d) The proper flame for ttli~ IllCij.) i~ "1~ouelllogrCilJlli(; Map ot Canaua". fJrint 1I1i~ 

neatly in the space for title. 
(e) Lightly colour each province a different colour and label each colour in a legend. 
(f) Go back to #1 -- find the scale and print it on the map. 
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URBANIZATION IN CANADA 

1. (a) Write down your definition for the term "urban" as it applies to Canada. 

(b) Write a dictionary definition. 

2. The graph below is a "divided bar" graph showing the percentage of Canadians 
living in rural and urban areas in 1871. Using the other statistics, draw a divided bar 
graph using these percentages for each decade up to 1971. 

Rural 

Urban 

100 

80 

60 

40 

20 

o 

1871 

80 

20 

1881 189] 

GH 

32 

1901 1911 

( ') 
)-

lH 

1921 1931 1941 1951 1961 1971 

lH \() 

1(, 

I 

1871~-1:-::-8-:-81--1-::-89::-:1--1901--- --f'h"j- --- 'LY2-1--19JI--1-C9-:-4-:-1--1::-':'9:-::5-=-1--=-19-6-1--19f11 

3. (a) What percentage of Canadians lived in urban areas in 1971? 

(b) What happened to the percentage of poop Ie living in urban areas from 1871 to 
1971? 

(c) The graphs illustrate the "process of urbanization". In your own words, write a 
definition of this term. 

'-------------------
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4. (a) During what 10-year period did a move to urban areas not take place? 

(b) Suggest reasons why this situation happened in Canada at this time. 

-~---~--~ --~ ------------ ~-~--~- ~-~ --

5. Canadians tend to move to large cities rather than small communities. Using the 
most recent statistics in your atlas, list in order the 10 largest cities in Canada with 
their populations. Add these numbers together to get the total population of these 
10 cities. 

Year Cities Population 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

TOTAL 

6. (a) Give the total population for Canada for the same year. _______ ~_ 

(b) What percentage of Canadians lived in the 10 most populated cities? __ _ 

(total popul~~Jon of ..l.0_~itics x 1000=.: -_____ _ 
population of Canada 

(c) In 1951 the percentage of Canadians living in the 10 most populated cities was 
35%. 

Has the percentage gone up or down? ___ _ By how much? _______ _ 

(d) Construct ~ !Jie gra!J11~, (;OJrlp.HlIlg tlw total IlUllIl)er of people IIVIlIU ill til(! lU 
largest cities, one pie graph to represent 1951, and one for 1971. 
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7. In 1871 over 80% of Canadians lived in rural areas (and most of these were farmers). 
Suggest 3 possible changes that have tdken place in farming which might have 
caused people to move from the farms to the cities. 

1. ______________________________________________________________ ___ 

2. ______________________________________________________________ ___ 

3. ____________ __ ____ _ 
------- -- --------------------

8. Between 1891 and 1971 approximately 3 million more people arrived in Canada, than 
left Canada. While there were numerous reasons why they chose to come to 
Canada, most decided to move into the cities when they arrived here. Suggest 3 
reasons why immigrants would choose the cities over the rural areas. 

1. 

2. ____________________________________________________________ ___ 

3. ______ __ 

9. (a) Estimate what percentage of Canada's population will be urban in the year 2000. 

(b) Suggest reasons why this percentage would not likely be 100%. 

----------- ---- ---
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.!:L.:mning for the Project "Choosing a Place to Live" 

1. Add any items to thLs Hst of factors whIch could influence 

where you might want to live: 

1. Employment 

2. Climate 

3. Recreation 

4. Fami.ly 

5. Education 

6. Mecllcal service 

7. Entertainment 

8. Cost of livi.ng 

9. SecurI.ty 

10. PolLutlon 

11. Cultural mix 

12. Religion 

11. J ,n I.}~ll;li~"" 

2. Check the ones which are important to you. 

3. Write a sentence beside each one whIch explains why thIs factor 

is something which is important to you. 

4. Put them in order of theLr importance to you. 
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Different Kinds of Jobs 

Geographers find it usef.ul to group all the jobs people do into 

categories. This makes it easier to talk about how people earn money 

and how they satisfy thei r needs. Let's sec how we can categorize the 

jobs found in a modern industrial country. 

1. Make a list of 30 different jobs that people do. You can begin 

your list by thinking about the jobs your friends or relatives 

have. If you need more jobs for your list, why not ask your 

classmates about the jobs their friends and relatives have? 

2. We can now begin to think about the ways the different jobs can 

be grouped into categories (e.g.: those jobs that require 

specialized tools and those that don't). Together with ono or 

lW(J 0(" yOUI" l;J.;t:wUlaL(~fI. COII\~' up WiLli aL leallL Lwo oLher way!! YO\l 

coulri put the jobs on your lists into several ZrUUl)s, Try to 

get five different methods. 

3. Pick one of your methods and categorize the jobs on your list 

into the groups you formed. 

4. Grouping jobs together is only valuable if. you can use the 

groups to make a task easier. For each of the situations listed 

below, decide which of your methods would be the best ot" lIll)st 

useful. Givl:! reasons fur your answers. 

(a) You have to figure out a way of creating morl:! jobs in I~lnu

facturing. 
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(b) 'lou want to orga,lL7.(~ :1 llhriiry ahout the di Ffer.!nt jObf; in 

Canada. 

(c) You want to figure out the best job for yourself when you 

leave school. 

As you can sec, there ar'e many possible ways of grouping the 

jobs that people do. Geographers find it useful to group our activities 

into three categories we call indus tries. These indus tries provide 

goods (prod~cts or objects) and ser'vices (actions) that people require 

in order to live well. 

Resource Dependent 

(Primary) industries 

Resource Relateu 

(Secondary) industries 

Resource Independent 

(Tertiary) industries 

'first' step 

obtain natural resources an .. t change 

them into useful part ially finished 

products. 

'second' step 

obtain partlally finished products 

and chang(! t1wm Into (Ini:-llwd good" 

to be used by consumers. 

'third' step 

provide ser'vices in ot"det" that the 

consumer.s IIk'ly better' enjoy the con

sumer goods. 
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Here is an (' xample: 

The trees (natural resources) ar~ cut down and turned into paper (semi.

finished products). This paper is then used to manufacture books (fin

ished goods) which are sold to the consumers in. stores (services). It 

is necessary to have all three categories of industries since few nat

ural resources can be used without changing them in some manner to 

finished goods. 

There are some problems in using the method of classifying jobs. 

Sometimes It is difficult to tell if an activity is clenrly primary, 

secondary or tertiary. Many large companies may fall into several cate

gories. The Kodak company is a good example of this, both producin~ 

photographic film (secondary industry) and processing the film after the 

consumer has taken the pictures (tertlary industry). A.IRo, th~ tertl.ary 

group contalns a great variety of services, including those we use per

sonally an(l those that serve everyone. For example, a hair stylist 

provides personal services to us, but the police and military pro"ide 

services for all Canadians. Under this category system, these services 

are all gr'ouped together. However, In splte of the prublems, thl.:;; 

method of simplifying the jobs found in Canada is sti.ll useful. 

Let's see how well you have understood these ideas. 

1. In your notebook, draw the following chart. For \!ilch of the:3l! 

semi-finished products, list the natural resources, a fini.Ahecl 

good, and a type of service connected wlth the flnLshed good. 
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--------.---------------- -------- -----------
Natural :1emi -fin ished Rinished Type of 

Resources Pruduct Good Service 

flour 

lumber 

fox fur 

aluminum ingots 

2. Divide the products listed below into two lists, one titled 

'Primary Industry' and the other 'Secondary Industry'. 

1. Blue jeans and jackets 

2. Cattle 

3. Fresh fish 

4. Shoes 

5. Video games 

6. Bread and baked products 

7. Aluminum pots and pans 

8. Raw sugar 

9. Cement 

10. Steel building beams 

3. In l-he sqllan~ helow art.! hldden ten jobs that arl.! COilS lder.~d 

service occupations. Find and list in your Ilotebook these ten 

occupations. 
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Find-A-Word Exerci.se 

C T H 0 F T F W M 

L S I N G E R T D 

E I L J N A E X R 

R T B U K C T L I 

K N K R R Ii S G V 

L E 0 R A R I Q E 

Z D 0 T S it N V R 

M g C H A N [ C I 

Y W N J 0 C M A H 

P U S L g S it U N 
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Mining of the Shield 

(A Resource Dependent Simulation Game) 

Pre-Game Activity 

1. Copy the list of terms from the following page leaving three to 

fOUT lines between each one. 

2. ObtaLn a sentence) sketch picture or graph which illustrates 

(defines) one of the terms and reproduces it. 

3. Match the definition to the appropriate term and share your 

information with all the other students to produce a complete 

set of terms and definitions for everyone. 

Introduction to Mining 

1. Geography 17. Geology 

2. Sedimentary 18. Specific f,ravUy 

3. Hagma 19. Radio active 

4. Tectonic 20. Stratified 

5. Era 21. IHastic 

6. Mineral 22. Crystal 

7. Lustre 21. Element 

8. Volcano 24. Rock 

9. Weathering 25. MetalBorphLc 

10. Core 26. Crw;t 

11. Hardness 27. Mantle 

12. Igneous 28. Fossils 

13. Streak 29. Cleavage 

14. Strip 30. Shaft 

15. Outcrop 31. Ore 

16. Royalty 12. Smelting 
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Hinine Game 

1. Form groups of three to five persons to correspond with the 

roles required for the game. Try to select group members who 

have the appropriate skills as outlined in the job description. 

2. For each person in the group, decide on a primary role and a 

secondary role which would be assumed in the event of an 

absence. 

3. With your company members select a colour and design a logo. 

Tral1sfer them to your name tags, company files and the Master 

Map. This map is used to illustrate ownership with coloured 

flags. 

4. Review all ruh!s as outllned on the accompanying Bhects. 
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1\. Rules of the Game 

1. Each team should have three to five members. Each member should 

per!=orm one or more of the following functions: 

(a) Chairman: lead discussions 

- enSUrt! that everyone has an opportunity to 

express opinions 

(b) Economist: - buy and sell land 

record land ownership on the master map 

- bid on lands that two or more teams want 

- sell railroad privileges to other teams 

(c) Secretary: - rt;!cord briefly and accurately the events of 

I~aeh round for your teHm 

(d) Treasurer: - keep a balance sheet to record prufi's 

calculate the profits per shipment of ore for 

each mine that the team owns 

(e) Geologist: - obtain maps of bedrock and depths of overbur

den in order to determine where to mine 

(f) Observl!r: - obticrve and report on the actlons of other 

teams. 

All decisl.'Jlw :-;iloutd he IJlildv dB a LewD, wid le eOlwuILIIII', wLLIt Lilt' 

"expert" in the field. 

Secretary-Treasurer. 

Some of the roles may be combl'lcd, such as 



2. The object of the game i.e; to have the great~st prof l t at the I~nd 

of the game. 

3. The Game is di vi.ded i.nto rounds. Each round represents one 

yeae's activities. A.. round is complete when all teams have 

completed their designated number of turns. 

4. A turn 1s made up of a "Company (team) Action"; plus an evenly 

third round the drawing of a "Chance Card" or teams only draw 

one Chance Card during those rounds, regardless of the number of 

teams, that are in the round. 

(a) Company Actlons - during each turn a team may do only one 

of the following activities for each operating mine (an 

operatins mine is one from which at least one shipment has 

been made): 

- obtain and study a geologic survey of the bedrock of a 16 

grid-unit square (4 x 4). This action costs 5 units 

buy or sell land 

produce and sell one shipment of ort! (profit 

value - productl.on costs - transport costl:i) 

total 

- build a rallway across one grid square (the cost of 

building a railway is 1 unit per grid square, and 2 units 

if you eros:, a rlvf..!r or provinelal noullliary. Ral lways 

cannot crOSG lakes. You rout> t have ralllolaY connect lonB 

from the celltre of your grid square to the market. 

(b) One Chanc(! Card is drawn each rnund. (f the instruct lom; 
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are applicahh'! to your team then they must be carried out 

before entering the next round. 

placed back in t",le deck. 

The Chance Card is then 

(c) If your team starts a round with a bank balance of 30 units 

or more, you are entitled to ~ extra activity in that 

round. 

EXAMPLE: Your team has 2 operating mines and a balance of 33 

unit:8. Therefore, you may do 2 + 1 == '3 of the actlvit1es listed 

in L.. If you have 2 operating mines, you cannot take two ship

ments from one mine unless you also make one shIpment from the 

other. 

s. Each team starts wlth 1S units of money. 

6. Each team n~celvc::; all illlt()Hl<ltLc lncome o[ 2 ulllt,; per L'UUlhl frolll 

the company shareholders. 

7. If a company cannot afforJ to continue operations in a round it 

may suspend operations until enough units are gained from share

holders to continue. 

8. If a company has an expense whlch it cannot meet (frum a Chance 

Card or taxes owell) then it 1s bankrupt. A bankrupt company 

must wait tOI:' two I:'ounds, then it can bol:'ruw another 15 unitt:; 

from the government and begin again. It may also sell some of 

itl; :lH:iets to ]lily uf r debll.>. thuli <lVold Lng bankruptl!Y. 

9. A cOlupany may sell information to the other cOlupanies at any 

time. 

10. Geological surveys cost 5 units each. 
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11. Ore values, tr>tllsport costs and pLoduct Lon costs aLI~ ei v.~n out 

when land is pULchased. 

12. The only maLkets are Torunto and Hontreal. 

13. At any time a company may agree to rent the use of a company

owned La11way to anotheL team fOL a share 1n the profits of the 

ore shipped by the other team. 

14. Taxes are chaLged by the government so that it may bui Id the 

rai lroads which are "under construction." Taxes are listed as 

an expense. 

15. Government auditors will be periodically checking the company 

balance sheets. If errors are found your company is suspended 

from play for 1 round. 
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B. Government Loan Interest Rates 

Amount Borrowed Interest Rates 

<; $ ')0 million 20% per year 

$ 51-75 15% 

> $ 75 lO% 

c. Tax Schedule 

Balance Tax 

$ 5- lO millio;l 
,.. 

1 mi llion .., 

$ 11- 20 $ 4 

$ 21- 30 $ 10 

$ 31- 40 $ 20 

$ 41- 50 $ 40 

$ 51-100 $ 75 

$101-200 $185 

>$500 80% 
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D. Chnnce Cards 

The following ace examples of Chance Cards which wi 11 he drawn 

every 3rd round. 

results. 

Study each one and plan how you would deal with the 

1. Your oldest mine runs out. Abandon mine. No further shLppinH 

from that piece of property. 

2. Decrease in demand for copper. You may only make half a ship

ment in this round while paying full production and transporta-

3. 

tion costs. 

Nickel production in the wocld exceeds demand. You can only 

ship half load,> this round while paying full production and 

transportation costs. 

4. Government grant supplied to all silver mining companies. Add /. 

units to your balance in this round. 

5. Prodllt:Ll.on WOCkl!CS gIl Oil uLrlku Lh1.tI ["<HUHI. No :;11 I PIl III/'. r rOiIl 

your best mine and wage and salary settlement costs you 4 units 

in this round only. 
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l~. Mining G~mc - Evaluation 

1. Complete an accurate set of company rC!cords at the cnd of the 

game (30 marks). 

2. Questions to be answered after the e;ame is finished (20 marks). 

3. Bonus - for position of cOlupany at the end of the game (50 

marks). 

Posn. 

1st 

2nd 

3rd 

5 teams 

Bonus Marks 

+ 10 

+ 7 

-I- 4 

Posn. 

1st 

2nd 

3rd 

4th 

7 teams 

Bonus Marks 

+ 10 

+ 8 

+ 5 

+ 2 



F. Shield Mining Game 

Mining Knowledge 

1. Write 10 statements about mining on the Canadian Shield. 

2. Write about aspects of the industry that you learned by playing 

the game and whIch you think. are important. 

Playing the Game 

1. What kinds of observable behaviour (things that you can see) 

helped your group work better? 

2. What kinds of behaviour got in the way? 

ove ['come them? 

How might you have 

3. (a) Hhat skLlls or !;tren~ths dld you have to offer to your 

group? 

(b) Here they made use of'! if so, how? If not, why not? 

4. What new skills did you acquire as a result of this activity? 

5. Will they be useful in other situations? Explain. 

6. Wat:> your COJOp<llly BIH!Ceu:;fuL'! Why'! Why !lot'! 

7. In \'lhat ways could you have been of greater service to your 

group? 
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Industrial Development 

1. Make a list of 10 resourc~ related industries. 

2. Make a second list of the items which would be required to make 

these industries successful in a particular location. 

3. Choose the five most important and adjust them so they can be 

measured and mapped. Make a grid map of Canada (about 100 squares) 

4. Form a group of five and assign each person one of the factors. 

5. Using the grid map "Development Potenti.al i.n Canada" each person 

must rank each square according to the system. 

o - factor is negligible (none) 

1 -- factor is moderate (some) 

2 factc( is abundant (lots) 

6. On a blank map, collate and record the results of all five per-

sons. 

7. Develop a colour scheme to match this legend: 

Score 

0-3 

4 - 7 

8 - 10 

Development Potential 

low 

medium 

high 

and colour your map, one for each person. 
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8. Compart~ your di.strLbutlr)l1 ""i.th that showll on pages ll)-1l i.n y()ut-

atl..l::; by enclosing and fi lUng in this chart. 

Same Different Opposite 

hi/hi,lo/lo,med/med hl/med,med/lo hi/lo 

9. Choose one arl:!a from each of the "Oiffer\:!nt" and "Opposite" 

collimns anci eXplain why our system falled. 

10. Prl:!dict whl:!ce the next largl:! scale development wi 11 take pl .. e,!. 

Explain your choice using sketch maps and IUagram". 

11. Choose an area r.ated as ;} zero and explain what would hav • .! to lH! 

done to raise Lts potential to at least me-Hum. 
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Resource }ndependent (Tertiary) Industries 

1. How rIo you decide what kind of job would be best for you? lien:! 

are some cri teria which could be i;nportant. Check the areas 

that are impo['tant to you and add any that ar.e missing 

1. Working inside or outside 

2. Amount of travelling required 

3. Job r.equirements - education 

experience 

4. Job benefits e.g. OHIP, Dental Plan 

5. Job availability 

6. Chance of injury 

7. Hours of work 

8. Is job unionized? 

9. Average beginning yearly salary 

10. Chances of pr.omotion 

11. Amount of physical work 

12. Working mostly wlth things/people. 

2. Using your own get of criteria, design and make a questlonnal.rc 

that will provide you with information about jobs. 

3. Havf~ someone who has a job in the te['tlary sector fIll in the 

questionnaire. 

4. Share the results of your questionnaire with your classmates and 

deci.de whether or not this is the kind of work for you. 
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5. On.\ blank WI!) or Cil11 il<!:l <Ii vi.de IIp the cC)uIltry i;ltO tltl-'~~> 

regi.ons where tertiary jobs are: 

1. Common 

2. Occasional 

1. Rare. 
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PROJECT CANADA 

Travelling is fun and educational. Design a trip across Canada which includes stops at 
the places listed below. 

General Conditions 

• trip to last a maximum of 3 months, scheduled for any time of the year . 
• trip may start and stop anywhere. 
• trip details (itinerary) will be organized in chart form as outlined below. 

Day 
Attractions Distance Travel Travel Additional 

Visited Travelled Time Mode Information 

I 
1. 
2. 

I 3. 
4. 

I , 
I I 

I I i I ." 

4. a large map plus smaller maps (optional) must also be submitted with the chart. 
5. use the work record sheet to organize time and tasks. 
6. spend the first period planning your work, dividing up tasks, finding out where 

resources are and imagining what your finished product will look like. 

1. large pulp and paper mill 
2. large iron ore mine 
3. all capital cities (13) 
4. large hydro electric power Installa-

tion 
5. important fruit growing area 
6. large steel factory 
7. large automobile factory 
8. a canal lock 
9. large container port 

10. tobacco growing area 
11. largest city in Canada 
12. large oil and gas producing region 
13. large nickel mine 
14. a national park 
15. large uranium mine 
16. site of 1976 Olympics 
17. important cod fishing port 

18. dairy farming area 
19. place having an elevation higher than 

6,000 m. 
20. place having annual precipitation 

less than 500 mm. 
21. place having annual precipitation 

greater than 2,000 mm. 
22. large potash mine 
23. larne coal mine (open pit) 
24. region having continuous perrnafru:o>t 
25. province having highest percentage 

urban population 
26. province having highest percentage 

rural population 
27. nuclear generating station 
28. large military base 
29. alpine ski resort 
30. a city located in the Tar Sands 
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KILOMETRIC DISTANCE TABLE 
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Choosjng a Place to Live 

1. Revi.ew your list of locaLional factors as to order and complete

ness. Make any changes necessary. 

2. (a) Apply your Ust by choosing: 

i) a physiographic region; and then 

ii) a province; and then 

iii) a community in which to live. 

(b) Define each level of your decision. 

3. (a) Make a list of all the events that could happen which could 

,'1111:1(' Y'JlI ll) ,'11'1111:" 11/1'111 1011'). 

(b) Choose two evento which you consider most llkely to happen 

and make a plan for yourself which would get you comfor

tably re-established. 



CANADA ANI) TilE WORLD 

5.1 Rationale 

It is difficult today for even the most discerning adult to 

effectively process all of the information beamed at us. We are satur

ated with media coverage of even the most mundane and transitory infor

mation. International relationships are particularly liable to media 

excesses. Wars are usually presented in a Hollywood fashion with the 

theme alternating between battlefield valour and refugee camp horror. 

It is little wonder that fourteen year olds have difficulty realistic-

ally perceiving Canada's role on the world stage. It is the intention 

in this chapter to help overcome the complete ip;norance or rigid s lngle 

mlndedness Sf) often encountureri ill tlliH group of studl'lltr;. 

needs, students find a framework Wl11ch organizes the vast array of con-

fusing detalls into a manageable pattern. International trading rela-

tions are translated into the mutually advantageous exchange of goods 

and services to meet needs which are beyond the scope of resources of 

individual countries. Immigration comes to be understood as the inahil

ity of a parlicular. cOlIllLry Lo f;aLlsfy till! Il('(!d:; of SOIIiV or Its (:ili-

zens. In oLIier words, the mytitery unu fatalism often attributed to L11'~ 

world by people unable to make sense of it, is st ripped away. This 
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attribute l', replae,>d hy a perspl~cl: i ve which SI~CS the worl'1 ;j:; a (~<)110r.-

tion of ratLonal humans tLylng to make the best of their particular 

si.tuation. 

In a simi lar fashion, individual prejudices and biases are 

exposed as irrational interpretations of perfectly norlual human 

responses tr) different environments. An awarr:~ness of the ex:tent of 

multiculturalism present in Canadian society is the first step in devel

oping in these students an acceptance of this reality. Further devel

opment will hopefully result in students seeing the values of cultural 

diversity and an appreciation of the universal bond \-lhich encompasses us 

all. 

The :;cope of this chapter is very much abbreviated in comparison 

to the previous ones. Only two :lct i volt les are provi.ded in the "Student 

Activity" pages, whereas it is predicted by the author that a successful 

treatment of the thelnr.' would rt!,\ui rl! IIVlIly 1ll\)("(J. 

learning experiences which could be tailored to his/her own situation. 

5.2 Activities and Objectives 

Students wlll: 

1. Lear!l to recognize the necessi ty and value of international co

opel"atlon in a general sense by participating in the "Geome

trl(:a" activlLy. 



responses to need which they can. recognize an.d undeLstand. 

3. Crit i.cally evaluate the l)olitical structure of North Americrl 1.rl 

tet'lllti of the countci.es' abilities to meet the needs of the'lr 

citi~ens. 

4. Develop a heightened awareness and acceptance of multicultural

ism. 

5.3 Strategies 

1. "Geomctrica" and "Bui ldine a Team" are learnine experiences 

which will introduce thi.s section of the course. Both require 

extensive work to establlsh them withi.n a curriculum framc\yot"k 

which is comprehensible to the Btudents. 

2. The!;,~ tVlO actlvitles may be used as models for the ["est of the 

unit. 

3. To be of maximum value, concepts and knowledge f ["om previous 

4. Eitlv"!r activity could be done on its own. 

5.4 Suggestions 

1. Establish with the students the Vlays in Vlhich Canada 1.5 COlllll!e

ted to the n~st of the Vlot-ld. Table 5.1 pruvides Ull c>e<llllpll! or 

possible topics and hoVl the relationships may be categorized. 

2. Once this matedal has been introduced there a["e at least four 

ways of organizing these relationshl.[>s intf) a formal: VllIi.ell I:~ 
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TABLI': 'l.i: Student Idea!3 on How Canada Inter'fcts with the Rest 

of the World. 

TOPIC 

Travel 

Employment 

Food 

Sports 

Culture 

Raw Materials 

Security 

Technology 

SUBTOPIC 

Ingredients 

Products 
Preparation 

Amateur 

Professional 

Music 
Films 
ClothIng 
Fatth 
Langu<lgc 
Education 

Mineral 

(metallic) 
Miner-al 

(nun-lUI! ta L ll.c) 
Other 

IMPORTED EXPORTED 

+ International + 

Ford, 

Fresh 

Wine 
Pl:-.za 

+ Hosteling 

Volkswagen 

fruit 

+ Olympics + 

+ NHL ~ 

Rolling Stones 
E.T. 

~ 

Bell 

Wheat 

Cheese 
Pancakes 

Paul Anka 
N.F.B. 

Taiwon Montreal 
+ R. Catholicism + 

~- French 
Text nooks 
Forelgn Students 

Immigration 
+ 

+ 

NATO 
UN 

Stereo, Camera 

+ 

-~ 

Teachinr; 
Ov(!r~eas D.N.D. 

Zinc, Copper 

Coal 

Pul.p [. Papet" 

Foreign Aid 

___ S~'p~a_c_c_' _______ __ 

Note: + -~ lncans a tv10 way relationship. 
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conl-;istent w-ith the thenll' of this program: 

(a) A sel:"ies of activities draw-n from the topics focussinr; on a 

particular skill as developed from the initial seven Lntru

ductory acti.vities and evaluated in a similar fashion 

(Table 5.2). 

(b) Each student assumes responsibility for one topic or sub

topic from Table 5.1. 

(c) Each group assumes responsibility Ear one set of 

Canadian/international relations using the topics in Table 

5.1 as a guideline. This approach could develop into a 

multicultural day for the whole school involving other dis

ciplines such as family studies, history and business. 

(d) A teacher-directed introduction followed by student

directed independent research. 

3. Ther.e is a wealth of av,cncLcs eager to visit schools to Pl"l!:Wllt: 

and (liscuss multicultural ism from a variety of perspectives. 

5.5 Follow-Up 

It if; my very !"irm 1,I·Llp!" LilaL nLrHL'~gL(!B wll1(:11 d":,1 .Ii ["1','1 Iy 

with the dilemma of social/ethnic prejudlce will be the 1II0nt important 

items in this unit. 

5.6 Instructions 

Revi'w the following "Student Activity" paees al111 prepan! other 

suitable lenn1ing experlenc,~s to successfully complete this ulll.t. 
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TABLI~ 5.2: Su~gestLons r:OI~ the Arrangement of a Series of 

Activltlcs to Cumplete the Year. 

ACTIVITY TI'r'LE --'----

Slides 

Sketching 

Topographic Maps 

Using an Atlas 

What's Geography 

Graphing 

Scale 

Problem Solving 

E.xpression 

SUGGESTIONS (TOPICS/TECKNIQUES) 

A comparison of housing types from 

around the world. 

Tourist highlights from other coun

tries, agricultural techniques, 
clothing. 

Planning t e-ips USil1g foceign topo

graphic maps. 

Comparing intecnational birth and 

death rates, longevity, nute-ition 
and literacy. 

Recognizing the geographical compOll

ent of current world problems e. g. 

arms race. 

Amount and recipients of foreign aid 

or international demographic flows. 

A comparison of the military 

strength of various countries or 
vulnerabi 1 ity to attack by var.iouG 
weapon~. 

Cceating r.esearch questLonu (e.g. 

purpose of Canadian immigration 

point system). 
Collecting data (e.g. percentage 

foreign owned industry). 
Synthesis (e.g. employment and the 

environment in the mining industry). 

Suitability of various forms of 

expression (e.g. essay, sketches, 
maps). 
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The World of Geometrica 

Imagine a world, Geomet ;ica, about the same size as the earth 

with a sun and a moon. This planet has only three continents each of 

which is united into one count ry - Circuloid, Tripower and Squarana. 

One of the ways in which this planet is very dl fferent from earth is 

that it doesn't spin around on its axis like a top (rotate) or travel 

around the sun (revolve). As a result, half of Geometrica is in sun

shine all the time and half is al,,,ays in darkness. This di fference has 

a very strong effect on the people who live in each of the three coun

tries. 

Circuloid People 

The:,e people have the advantage of sun all day, every tIay of the 

year. Vegetation is very plent i ful and the people can easily grow more 

than they can eat. However, because of the tremendous heat many of the 

people and the resources of the country are directed towards building 

and repairing air conditioners. Many people are worried that unless new 

sources of energy and new ways of doing ~lings are discovered theIr air 

conditione["'-; will run Ollt ()E pO'v/er and (.!veryone wi II sweat to de,"lth. 

Little is known about the rest of the planet and this causes great fear 

among the people. As a result, the Circuloids spend lots of their tlme 

and energy training and equipping soldiers to defend their country. 



GEGr-1ETR I CA 

CONTINUOUS DAYLIGHT CONTINUOUS NIGHT 

---

CIRCULOID SQUARANA 

--
1000 Kt·~ __ WATER 



Squarana 

The people of this countr.y live in the dark all the time. It is 

very cold so naturally one of the most important jobs in this country is 

building flre places and supplying them with coal. Coal is beginning to 

run short and this makes the people very nervous. Squarana has lots of 

other mineral resources. Many of the people of Squarana go to bed 

hungry because everyone is so busy trying to keep warm. Little is known 

of the rest of Geometrica and so the people keep a large and expensive 

army for defence. 

Tripower 

This country is located right on the dividing line between the 

hot and cold parts of Geometrica. The people of this count ry Jon' t 

enjoy really hot weather or really cold weather so they spend mos t of 

thelr tlmf.' t ravl.!lllnl~ llUl:k and fl)rLh fr(J1II tlw cold IlLdl! to L1w hoL and 

vice versa. As a result they have become very clever with machines of 

all sorts and make excellent use of the few resources that they have. 

They are aware of the large resources available in the other two coun

tries and hence keep a large !lumber of soldierf; to attack wlwn the time 

is right. 

Improving Things 

You; assignment ls to make changes in the orguniz<lt ion of this 
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planet which will imprl)ve the li Fe of all the people Ln <lll the Cl)un-

tries for ever. To begin with) make a chart for each country whlch 

summarizes Ln point form the advantages and disadvantages of 1i ving in 

that count ry. Then draw arrollls lnatching up strength and lIle<lkness and 

explain in words what each of your arrows means. There are also a 

number of changes which could be made which would apply to all of the 

countries. For example) how might travel improve the quality of life on 

Geometrica? 
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[3,1 i Id i ng a Team 

Whenever people get toge..:her they have a shaced idea, whether it 

be listening to music or winning a field hockey game. They are trying 

to meet one or more of the 5 basic needs: 

1. She Iter (protect ion froID the weather). 

2. Employment/education (getting enough education to get a job that 

you would like). 

3. Security (belonging in a safe place). 

4. Nutriti.on (getting enough food, clean atr and water to be heal

thy) • 

5. Leisure (enjoyi.ng your spare time). 

Everyone is pact of a team. In fact, we're all part of 6everal tealR~. 

For many of these teams, you didn't pick them; they picked you! You may 

not even sec yourself as a team player yet; but as you get older yuu 

will have 1l'!W I.clca:3 alld t h<! OIH.!:;l you have now w III Chilll~C. 

For example, as a student you are involved with many slllall 

friendship groups that you probably didn't think of as a team. Using 

one of your fciends as an example, enlarge and complete the following 

chart. 
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-- ----r------- ------
Team Name + Reasons for What must you WhaL your Duties 
Your Posit Lon Joining Jo to get in ar~ 

Mary + Janet - have fun to- be a nice per- listen to records. 
friend gether I)on who likes go swimming to-

the same things gether 

Classroom 

Sports/Hobbies 

Job 

Family 

--

Different teams meet dlHect!nt needs. Different teams lIIay also meet the 

same need but in a variety of ways. For example, the shelter provided 

by a friend may be the loan of an umbrella. The shelter provided by 

your fnmily iH qui te dl frl.'n!llt - a \wclrc)1)1II to kl'l!p you wan" allcl CI)lIIfl)r-

table. Security can be thought about in a variety of ways also. Your 

membership in the camera club can provide you with that happy feeling of 

being a part of a group; in other words - secure. The security from 

danger as provided by the fire department is of another kind but it 

still has the same name. Try to give l~x:amples of different ways of 

meeting the other basl.e needs. 
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As I:he size of the te!1IflS gets larger there art~ tl'lO things which 

are also changing: 

1. Larger teams seem to have more problems than smaller ones. 

2. Larger teams have more ways of solving those same problems and 

are able to take on bigger, more difficult jobs. 

You and your friend probably find it easy to solve your problems by 

talking them over and giving in a little each way. With a larger team, 

like your classroom, think how hard it would be to have everyone as 

friends. The talking and arguing would go on and on. If on the other 

hand you wanted to raise money to support a foster child, think of how 

much easier it would b(~ for the whole class. 

1'hi:ll~f> get f!VI.~1I mor!' cO"IJ>lIclltl~d wlll'l1 your team 16 trying Lo 

meet many needs at once. Small teams that are made to achieve one or 

two main things (e.g. curling team) are much easier to belong to than 

larger teams that are trying to meet several needs at once (e.g. home-

room). TryLIl~ to or~allLw iI whole ucllool and have ~!vuryolll! happy iH a 

very difficult job for everyone involved principal, teachen; and stu

dents. But think of all the wonderful projects your school could do. 

It isn't easy even deciding on what needs are to be met or how to work 

towards them. Once they have been decided on and are supported by the 

whole team what can be done 1s lIIal1Y tLml.!s wlwt 1s pOtiulble foe a smaller 

group. 



As J')U get olrier yuu wi.tt join other, larger groups. With the 

help of an older memher of your household enlarge and complete this 

chart 

"""-

Team Name Your Position Reason for Three Impor- vlhat your Duties 
Joining tant Rules are 

Employee 

Family 
Hembers 

Citizen of 
Community 

Citizen of 
Prov./Terr. 

Citizen of 
Canada 

All of thes(! thoughtn can be shown by a graph, "Small Teams :lnd Large 

Teams". Notice that tl\(' x illlt! Y i1lH!H arc lal>ellod wlth tlw nallll' Id(>,\Ii 

that we have been thinking about. The line on the graph shows how the 

ideas join together - in other words, the relationship between them. 

This graph is a little different from most in that it is really showing 

three relationships at once: 

1. Betwnen size (x axis) and number of possible problems (y axis). 

2. Between size (x axis) and amount or variety of resources 

(y ads). 
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3. Bet,rr!cn size (x axi.s) and nllmber of needs being met (y axis). 

That is why there arr:! three di f. ferent y axes. Wri te a sentence that 

describes what happens to all three measurements as marked on the y axis 

as the size increases (x axis). 

To get a better understandinB of the relationship the graph has 

been divided into three parts. Read the sentences which follow and 

match these interpretations to the chart by putting a check in the 

correct location. Notice that the kind of relationship in Part Two is 

given as an example. 

1. Part One: The number of problems you and your friend are 

likely to have is a lot less than your family even though the family 

group may only be a little bIgger. 

2. Part Two: As the size of a region increases, its ability to 

meet the needs of the people living there usually increases too. 

3. Part Three: Even though the world is much largt.!r than any 

!>lngle COllI! ncnt, LIlI' val" I ~!Ly 1)( rCUOUrCl'H <iva I Lal>l~~ 011 allY Olll' 

continent is not much less. 



Part One 

Part Two 
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Changing Relationships on the Graph 

y increase::; 
faster than x 

y Lncreases about 
the same as x 

y incn~ases 

slower than x 

Part Three 

As a result of these relationships we can say that even though 

large teams can do a lot more than smaller ones they have many more 

problems especially in keeping the team together. As a result, 

special groups have been created to keep up the teams' spirit. Your 

school probably has pep rallies and school dances to help the students 

to feel that they belong. Name five ways in which our country has tried 

to do the same thing and rate them as excellent, average or poor. What 

would you suggest? 

From what we now know about the size of teams and the difficulty 

they have in meeting many needs at the same time, it may be surprising 

that some count ries seem to he cia i ng a good job. How can you te 11 when 

a country is being SlICCIHH,fu\? Makl! n lJ.8t of five charllctl!rl~tlcH of ;1 

country which is doing a good job for the people. Give three examples 

of successful countries and tllree examples of countries which are not. 

Sometimes it helps to understand what is wrong with a team if we 

think about what an irIea1 or perfect one mlght be ll.ke. When countrlc8 
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are establi:;hed, the people who are responsihle have to makt~ the bent 

use of the lnformat ion that '~hey have. No person, group of people or 

machine knows everything that might be of help. 

From the list that follows choose the eight kinds of information 

that you and your group think would give the best chance of meeting the 

needs of the people who would live within the borders of an imaginary 

country by n':ltching them to the five basic needs. (Note: some kinds of 

information may allow you to plan to meet more than one need at one 

time) • 

1. Landforms 

2. Combat aircraft 

3. National parks 

4. Vegetation 

5. Climate 

6. Territories claimed in 1700 

7. Agriculture 

8. Human racial groups 

9. Industry 

10. Language families 

11. Energy 

12. Relip;ion 

13. Populatlon 

Choose the eight maps that match your list and share them among 

the group members. Study the maps by dividing the land into three gen

eral parts: 
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1. Aren~; that have lots "of the material which would be helpful in 

meeting the needs of people living in a country". 

2. Areas that have some "of the material which would be helpful in 

meeting the needs of people living in a country". 

3. Areas that have some, little or none "of the material which 

would be helpful in meeting the needs of people living in a 

country" • 

Each person should than divide up the land into countries, all 

of which you think would be successful. Whi Ie doing this, think of the 

following: 

1. Should countries try to meet all of their needs by themselves or 

is it better if they have to trade with others? 

2. Should countries be planned to be successful for a long time or 

a uhort time? 

3. Should the countries be about the same in strength or is it 

better to have one or two powerful ones and several weaker ones? 

As n group bring all your ideas together and divide up the area 

into successful countries. Draw sketch maps of each country and put 

labels on them which show their strong points. 

Turn one of the maps upside down and l"hp.l it as North Ampri cn. 

Change the latitude Hnes so that they are correct. Mark on the 

national boundries as they exist today. Compare your group division 

with the countries of North America by enlarging and complet ing the 

following chart. 



Your Division 

North America 

Successful Countri.es Less Succe!:lsful 
(meet all '5) (meet 3 or 4) 

Unsuccessful 
(meet only 1 or 2) 

In your opinion, which countries (teams) will change their posi-

tion on the chart in the next feW' years? Choose one and ex:plain the 

causes for the change. 
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nUl J Iij.lJ<j SOJlI(' nj ~f 'l'UdJnS 
~1ap J 

Landforms 

1. Jagged high mountains 4. ltl<.!uium ruunu<.!u lIIuunLains 
2. flat plains (interior) 5. low rounded mountains 
3. flat coastal plan 6. flat lowland 

1000 kill 



lJuiJcJLIJ(j ;;()/l/U lliy 'l'CdlllS -----"------------

Comba t Aircraf t 

200 Combat Aircraft 

---

- -600S- --

I 1000 km 



JJuildiIl<j SUIIl<.: JJi<j '1'<.:<1111.'0 

National Parks 

1. Well Serviced - lots of parks and/or large ones 
2. Average Service - some parks - farther apart and smaller 
3. Poorly Serviced - few parks or none at all 

1000 km 



Building Some Big TOiJInS 

Vegetation 

1. 
2. 

Coniferous forest 4. 
Broadleaf and mixed 5. 
broadleaf coniferous forest 

3. Prairie and steppe 

1 

- -600S- ---

1000 km 

Desert shrub and desert waste 
Tundra 

5 



lJuildiny Sumo lJig 'l'oilms Map 5 

Climate 

1. Wet, hot all year 5. Hot, cold, dry 

2. Desert 6. Moist, cold, warm 

3. Hot, dry, 
7. Dry, cool, cold 

sunny 
8. Tundra 

4. Mountain - variable 
9. Mild, very wet 

6 

1000 km 
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lJu.Udiny SOIllO Diy 'i'calll:; 

Territories claimed in 1700 

1. Spain 3. France 

2. England 4. unclaimed 

1000 km 



}JuilcJiny Sowu }Jig 'i'UuIIIS 

Agriculture 

1. Sub-tropical (eg. citrus) 5. Corn 

2. Cotton 

3. Desert 

4. Wheat 

- -- 600S-- -- --

lOOO km 

7 

6. Grazing and irrigation 

7. General Farming 

Non-agricultural forest 

Map 7 



lJuildiny ::)UIlIO iliy 'l'Oillll:C; MLlp 8 

Human Racial Groups 

1. Indigenous American - Indian, Eskimo 

2. European 

3. African 

2 

1000 km 
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lJuildiny SOllie lJig 'l'Ci-//lIti 

Industry 

1. very concen tra ted 3. slight concentration 

2. moderate concentration 4. none 

2 

1 

2 

1000 km 



Language Families 

1. Indo-European 
A - Germanic-english 
B - Romance-french 

2. American Indian 

1000 km 

- III -

Building Some Big Teams 
Map 10 

3. Eskimo - A1enit 

4. Unpopulated 



Energ.>' 

Gas & Oil 0 reserves 

Coal production 0 

, 1000 km 
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Building 5 omc Big T -cums 

Uranium ~ 

Hydro 6 

o 
o 

Map 11 
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Building Some Rig Teilms 
Map 12 

Religion 

1. Mostly Protestant 
2. Mostly Catholic (Roman) 
3. Unpopula ted 

1000 km 



Building Some Big 'l'oilms Map 13 

Population 

1. Densely populated 3. Low density 
2. Moderate density 4. Virtually empty 

2. 

1000 km 



CONCLllS EONS 

The aLm of this study has been to create a curriculum framework 

which would be more successful in meeting the needs of general level 

students than traditional offerings. By addressing ~le various concerns 

raised in tlw introduction, the :luthor has created a series of student 

activities and provided criteria for the creation of additional learning 

experiences. Both have been tested in the clas:Hoom and amended ovec 

the last two years in my position as Head oE Geography at Sir John A. 

MacDonald. 

The ccsults an! encouraging. The students have re1;ponded wi th 

enthusiasm, failure rates are lower and attendance rates have! Lrnprove~l. 

By improving the self.-esteem of thls maligned group, the studentl';· 

vitality and their desire to succeed within a nurturing environment have 

taken a dist inctive up\oJacc.l s'll1.ng. 

The quality of the work by the students has continued to 

improve. Also, once the overall task has been successfully broken up 

into a logic. ... l series of attrlLnahle steps, the complexity with which 

these students can successfully cope is impress i ve. These achievements 

are due in Lirge parL to two Lleet1; of the c1..w1;roolll. I.'irst, by di:;-

playing most of thelr work, students have an opportunity of Geeing hi .'~h 

quality material. Second, by devoting a portion of the time to learning 

- 175 -
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is raised to a level where the sharing of human resources has raised tile 

sophisticatl')11 of the whole grout,. Everyone has benefited in some capa-

city or other. If people are taught to regard their neighbours as 

resources rather than competitors, the amount of energy released LS 

astounding. 

In ocder to be successful as a teacher/facilitator in an activ

ity-centred, group-work classroom, teachers and students must be tau~lL. 

As the author discovered through personal experience, simply placing 

desks together will not create successful groups. Patience and training 

are essential for the approach to work and I believe that students work

ing effectively in groups is an integral part of the program. 

In ;\ Tlmi l:lr loanne!:", stllrll~llts can hecome bettllr problem sol v'.'nj 

if they are taught how to do it. They can learn to manage their time 

more matur<' I j if tlwy :ln~ PLOV i "I'd with tlH' opporLlll1i ty Lo p!:".ld. i ~"l 

without being humiliated. Their first attempts at planning even three 

or four periods will be woefully lopsided. If they are given the chance 

to try agai:1 with non-judgemental feedback, they will become more real

istic. It takes time to learn and if it's important then the time must 

be given. 1 am confident that the students have the ahi lity to leal~Jl 

these method~; of oq~an i.2:1t Lon. 

If we really want to achieve the stated goals, then we have to 

learn to manage our own time more efficiently. It is not possible to 

'teach' all the materLal identified as cor~ by the Ontilrio tHnistry of 
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Education. i)rastic rt~duct lor':; in ('(lre content mllst he m,Hle i.f allY [(~;r L 

progress in curriculum development is to be made. 

Successfully evaluating student work within this program means 

giving the students accurate information about the strenp;ths and weak-

nesses of the product and the opportunity to improve. Consequently, 

many assignments are designed wholly or in part to be checked for com

pletion and returned for upgrading until the standard is met. Lengthy 

units are bruken up into relatively short independent sections that ace 

not completely sequential in nature. Bonus work is always available to 

accom-modate the complex needs of a fairly large group of people. 'The 

number of situations that may arise which prevent the student from com

pleting a unit are such that an equally varied range of responses is 

called for. Students must see the 'system' as working tOl- them if we 

expect them to want to be a pact o[ it. 

'The (lIllts are not perfect hy any m0<lllf>. hut th~>y hilV<2 c\emollutrn

ted to me t1r;rt this group o[ lcarrlPn; can be :JIH:ee:-;::;fllJ i_II all aCild<~llIj .:-

ally rigorous classroom. 'The units require tailorinp; to meet the 

special needs of each user group. Students need to sec this flexibility 

from their teachers if we wish them to gain confidence in an institution 

which purportedly is functioninf, in their interest. 

revitalization program. MOla current data need to be infused as time 

goes on if credibility and interest are to be maintained. As the com

plexity of (Juc world unfolds ... /lLh the inCCl!3S lng sophist lCHt lon or ullr 
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communicatio\\ industrlcs, II will hecome mOl"02 difflclllt to pr~sel"ve 

coherence for the students. The dan[jcr of an evolution of this program 

into a series of only tenuously ~onnected activities is a very real one 

for me. Perhaps in a world exploding with information this is an una-

voidable development. 

Maint;}ining the vigour of the teacher is also an important con-

sideration. Teaching in an activity-centred classroom puts very heavy 

demands on tr~nchers, both within and beyond the official working hours. 

The physical work required to assist a lively group of adolescents is no 

mean effort. Marking and preparation will be more onerous. Trying to 

work in isolation within an indifferent environment would ceeate tremen

dous stress. Consequently, a supportive group of departlnents) staff and 

administrat i ve members is essentin 1 for continued success. AG teachers 

within other discipline:> develop simi lar progn.lIl1B, the intl!ract lon and 

support within the school will lead to increased learning) 1n the true 

sense, for the general level student. 
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The followinr, exercises wer~ adpated frum "Bui ldi.ng from 

Strength", (Andrew, et al., 1981) 

1. Size and Shape of Canada 

2. Distribution - Exercise A 

3. DensIty - Exercise B 

4. The Distribution of Canada's Population 

5. Urbanization in Canada 

6. Project Canada 

7. Hodge City. 


